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CHAPJ.'ZR I 
IN'l'RODtJCTIOlf 
The eo.monl7 accepted soals of social studies teaching 
are concerned with ,the deTelopment ot social literacy and 
social adjustment. Debate on the aupremac.r ot one ot the 
foregoing goals over the other could be endless and probabl7 
pointless. It is sufficient to emphasize that both are 
important but the substance ot tbia thesis deals primaril7 
with the development of social literacr. 
In their textboOk tor the elementary teacher, Wesler 
and Adams point out, "'!he social studies are the social 
sciences aiaPlified and reorganized tor instructional 
purpoaea.•l !beretore it is reasonable to design a social 
studies curriculum based on the tuftdaaental generalisations 
ot the social sciences. In eXamining one researcher • s list 
ot these generalizations, those directly related to current 
eTents constituted exactly one halt ot the total number.2 
Looked at in light of this, half of the task ot the social 
2J. llurr&)" Lee a.lld Doria Lee, !he Ch!ld aP4 Jla Qurriculum(Bew York: Appelton•CenturJ-drofts, Inc.; 1940),. 
pp. 250-252. 
2 
studies program can be aecompli~hed b,y the effective teaching 
ot current events. !his study shall therefore be concerned 
with determining and investigating those tactors which limit 
the ettectiveneas ot the teaching ot current events, 
speciticallJ within the sixth grade Program. 
Impor,anct ot Current E!tn~l. to loqial Stg4iea 
As indicated above, the objectives ot the aocial 
studies are partiall1 met by acquiring an underatanding ot 
current happenings in the world. In their book, fb.e Child 
. and Bls Cyriculwn. Lee am I.e liat eighteen aign1ticant 
generalizations that are the learning goals ot the social 
studies.1 ot the eighteen~ current events would most 
naturallJ be included in the program tor teaching the 
folloWing nine generalizationac 
1. Through all time and in all regiona.ot the world, 
aan has worked to meet commoa basic human needs and to 
satistr colllD!on human desires and asPirations. 
2. Interdependence is a constant factor 1n human 
relationships. !be relat1onab1p with aelt deYeleps 
tbreugh contact with others. Social groupings ot all 
lt1Dda develop as a ••ana et groap co-operation in 
meeting individual and aocietal needs. 
3. !he culture under which an individual is reared 
and the social group to which he belonga exert great 
influence on his Wa':J ot perceiving, thinking, feeling, 
and acting. 
4. '!'be work ot societr is done tbro\16h organized 
-groupsa an4 group membershiP 1nvolvea opportunities, 
responsibilities, and the development ot leadership. 
5. All nations ot the modern world are part ot a 
global independent aystem ot economic, social. cultural. 
and political lite. 
lib1d •• pp. 250•252. 
• 
• 
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6. All human beings are of one biological species 
within which occur the Tariations called races. file 
differences between races are negligible. 
· 7. Bnvironment affects man 1 s wq ot liTing, and man, 
in turn, modifies environment. · 
8. One of the factors a1':t'ecting man's mode ot life 
is hia 1'18.tural environment. Weather and climate that 
cause regional d1ffereneea in land forms, soils, drainae;e, 
and natural Tegetat1cn determine the relative density ot 
popUlation in the various re!fons of the warld. 
9. Because man must use natural resources to surTiTe, 
· the distribution and use ot these resources determine 
where he lives on the earth's surface, and, to some 
extent, how well he lives. !he level ot hie technology 
determines how he produces, exchanges. transports, and 
consumes his goods. 
!he study ot current eYents would also enrich to some extent 
the teaching ot the other nine !eneralizat1ons. 
The study ot current events lends i tselt particularly 
well to the usual course ot studies round 1n the sixth grade 
social studies curriculum. The common approach 1s the study 
ot the countries ot the Eastern Bemispere, delving somewhat 
into their histories, but concentrating on the countries as 
they are today. Thus 1n the sixth grade program current 
events not only makes possible the achievement ot overall 
social studies alms, as stated 1n the Preceeding paragraph, 
but also tits integrally into the general Pattern ot studies. 
!he Current IW~nts Concept 
Within this thesis the terms current events and current 
affairs are used interchangeably. Both reter to those 
oceurances that are reported daily by the mass communications 
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media or our society, namely radio, television, and the 
newspapers. Excluded from consideration will be those events 
of momentary human interest, aueh as accidents and crime, 
which otten do aak• the headlines. The selection or news 
items should be limited to those which appropriately could be 
included in a later social studies textbook, or which would 
meet Wesley's criteria (as diaou ... d in Chapter II). 
The current events program, however, will not be 
restricted to the social studies area alone. Rather the 
teaching of current events forces recognition of the integrated 
nature or the elementary curriculum, and requires the 
utilization ot aspects or reading, language, and mathematics 
as well as the social studies. 
Organization or ;hesia 
In order to determine logically the factors limiting 
effective current events teaching the various elements ot 
the teaching-learning process will be examined, namely the 
skills, abilities, background materials, and teaching methods 
related to current events. Pollowing a review ot the 
literature, which &PP8ars in Chapter II, the next chapter 
considers the skills and abilities that are prerequisite tor 
understanding current events. All skills which might be 
involved in such study are determined, and their preaenee in 
the teaching program ot the intermediate grades curricula is 
revealed by investigation of a textbook series in each skills 
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area. Chapter III also examines the degree of mental maturity 
required tor sixth grade children to cope with the concepts 
involved in the study or current affairs. In Chapter IV the 
background material needed to.understand current events is 
discussed, as well as the possible sources for acquiring 
this material. Chapter V evaluates existing methods or 
teach1~ current events, as reported in the literature, the 
thesis being concluded with suggestions tor teaching this 
subject effectively, baaed on the findings or the study. 
CHAPl'ER II 
REVIEW OF !HE LITERATURE 
The literature in the area ot the teaching ot current 
events is quite disappointing not only because ot ita 
scarcity but also because ot the lack ot depth in the 
writings on the subject. These writings can be divided into 
six general categories& 1) materials which Primarily debate 
the values ot teaching current events below junior high 
school; 2) those which discuss in !eneral terms methods ot 
teaching current events; 3) those which give detailed 
suggestions for tull year Plans tor teaching current events; 
4) articles which specifically suggest one idea tor teaching 
current events; 5) writings which just discuss methods ot 
using the newspaper in the classroom; 6) and, finally, the 
articles which consider background material and its 
connection with current events. 
Values ot Teaching Current EYent1 
Reviewing the literature. reveals very few authors who 
have taken a negative view toward the teaching ot current 
events to elementary school children. But when contrasting 
the amount ot writings dealing with this topic on the 
secondary school level to those dealing with it on the 
elementary level, it might be concluded that maqr educators 
have not recognized the relevance to elementary education 
ot current materials. Elizabeth Pilant recommends the use 
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ot current aaterials only as a sPringboard to the study ot 
the Past.l She suggests using current events aa an approach 
to the study ot history, and certainly not as a one day a 
week lesson. She turther limits her recommendations tor the 
teaching of current events by stating that one must be very 
careful with the choice ot topics tor the classroom. One 
must avoid articles which point out weaknesses in our 
country since this is bad tor the children 1n times like 
these when there is a cold war going on. !o constantly harp 
on what is wrong with the country will weaken the children's 
confidence and belief in democracy~ according to lass P1lant. 
TWo other authors have implied diaapprOYal ot using the 
newspaper at the eleaentar,y level. Carolyn Dunlap implies 
that the use of newspapers at the elementary level would not 
be successful because ot the r.tadin! level ot newspapers.2 
B,y applying »ale and Chall's formula tor finding the 
reading level ot writtenaaterial to both an eighth grade 
lElizabeth Pilant, "Do We Over Emphasize Current 
Events!" The Educational Diseat. XVIII(April, 1953), 48~49. 
2
.Caro1yn Dunlap, "Readability ot Newspaper Items and 
ot Basic Reading Materials," Jlementarr §chool Joutn&l,Ll 
(1951), 499-501. 
basic reader and the Cgbtrlend I.Ttn1M !'iaee. t·he author 
found that the reading level ot bo~h items were comparable. 
She therefore concluded that, "!be study ot newspapers can 
be justified in some junior bi~h school claa~ooma."l 
!he laet author tound who implies that the inclusion 
ot current events at the elementart school level would not 
8 
be vise 1 s Howard Oummln@;t. In hie puphlet, "How to Use 
Dall7 Nevspapere," he states, "It the teacher begins with 
the perlodloals prepared tor the Jvn1or high school level, 
the dail7 paper should be uae4 occasional~ along with the 
special materials."2 It Cuma1Q8s onl7 suggests occasional use 
ot the newspaper at the junior high school level, one can 
assume be would not suggest the use ot the newspaper at the 
elementar.y school level. 
!he rest of the literature in this area gives positive 
opinions on the teaching ot current events, at least to some 
extent. Merrill Hartshorn, in an editorial in 8oc1&l lducat1on 
states, "!be study ot contemporary attairs constitutes a 
vital part of the blood stre .. ot the curriculum.•3 Hartshorn 
goes on to sq that current events is tied to maDT phases ot 
libid •• p. 501. 
2Howar4 Qwm.i~a "How to Uee DailJ •ewaP&Pers;• ij!w, to 
Do It Beriza JQmbtr 5 lxational CQ~ncil tor the Social Studies, 
1952) t p. • 
'xerrill Hartshorn, "Teaching Contemporary ~fairs," 
Social lduqation, XIV(l950), 246. 
9 
the curriculum, but is most closely connected to social 
studies. McAul_, gives as his reason tor including current 
events in the social studies curriculum the opinion that this 
is a w~ to "provide a living link with the society in which 
the child moves and has his being. "1 
Frank Bolanders and Jack Pruman feel it is not only the 
responsibility or the schools, but also the Parents, to make 
children aware or the world around them. They say, "We together, 
the teachers and the parents, must train them J9ur children] 
to acquire an habitual awareness or current affairs. 
Understanding the news or the d&Y" must become a part or their 
daily lives."2 
John Jaroliaek seems to hold a similar opinion as 
Bolanders and Fruman, tor he states, "It the nation expects 
its adults to have a permanent interest in news, current 
developments, and a sincere desire to keep informed, the 
groundwork tor these attitudes, interests, and skills must 
be laid in the elementary achoo1."3 Further, Lloyd Smith 
states, "Today current events understandings are a necessity 
tor the intelligent and inquiring mind, no less tor the 
lJ. D. McAulq, "Current Affairs in the Social Studies," 
Social Education, XXIII(1959), 21. . 
2Frank Bolander and Jack J'ruman, "Will Our Children 
Be PrePared?• Audio-Visual Guide, XXII(December, 1955), 31. 
3John Jarolimek, Socia± Studies in Elementarr Education (New York: The Macmillan Compa~, 1959), p. 269. 
• 
children in the elementary school than :tor students in 
secondary achool and tor adults."l 
10 
Finally, Anita Doering, in her study ot state curriculum 
guides, found that, "More than halt the state courses of atudy 
recommend that it ~urrent event~ be taught 1n both elementary 
and secondary schools." 2 Moreover, all the authors discussed 
1n the following t1ve sections of this ebaPt•r are 1n favor 
ot the teaching of current events at the elementary school 
level since they all have BU!gested wqs of doing this. 
Genera~ Methods ot Tea~h1ng ,Current EYents 
The next general category of literature to be considered 
1s that concerning general methods employed when teaching 
current events. Wesley and Adams give the moat precise 
summary of some methods which ._, be uaed.3 The first one 
mentioned is referred to as the textbook method. Here the 
whole class learns current events ·by reading together :t'rom 
the same weekly magazine. The second method is called the 
project method. Here different kinds of activities are used, 
such as making bulletin boards or newspapers, holding debates 
or torums, to stir the interest of the children as well as to 
liJ.oyd L. Smith, "current Events tor the Elementary 
School," Social Ed.UQ&tion, XXV(Februar.y, 1961}, 81. 
2An1 ta Doering, "Bow We Can Make the Teach1~ of Current 
Events Interesting and Ji::t'fective," The Social Studie@, XLII (1951), 336. 
3wesler and Adams, pp. 338-340. 
i J 
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teach the subject.· !'he laboratory method. the third aethod 
ot approach, is a combination of the first two, but requires 
that there must be a !Ood supplJ of material available, 
rather th&D. just, one m&!azine. The topical aPProach is the 
last method. Here current events is divided into different 
areas with different people or committees assigned to keep 
up with each area • .ln1 ta Doering also gives a sullllllary ot 
procedures tor teaching current events.l She mentions ei!ht 
methods, but reallr adds nothing to the tour Wesler gives, 
the listing being merely so.ewhat more specific. 
The review of research indicated that most authors 
selected either the topical method or a combinatioB ot the 
topical and project method. Wesley selects the topical 
method to be used in connection with the curriculua.2 That 
is, he maintains that current events should be chosen on 
the basis ot how cloaelr ~her are related to the curriculum. 
McAulay sa1s current eT4tl\ts ,hould be used in connection 
with the curriculum in ~rder to tie past units to present 
ones bJ discussing articles related to Past un1ts.3 He also 
·mentions that topics should be·pickel which interest the 
class, but more important, one topic, such as the United 
Nations. should be studied the whole rear tor continuity. 
lnoerine;, pp. 336-338. 
2wealey and Malls, p. 332 • 
3~c.lulq, pp. 21-22. 
KcAul&J susgests projects which mi!ht be e~~ective such as 
keeping a bulletin board, or having weekly oral reporting. 
12 
Edward Gerald also recommends uae o~ topica.1 He aaJs 
topics must be selected and organized in advance. Be recommend• 
this method o~ study because it connects Past, present, and 
future, makes it easier ~or students to select current events, 
and directs student attention. to the PrOblems ot the world. 
J.onathan-~ndon advocates the advance selection ot topics 
bJ' the teacher 80 that current events can be used in 
curriculUm ~iann1ng, background •aterial needed can be 
supplied, and study can be limited to the most important 
is Res .2 
Jaroliaek suamarizea the teaching ot current events 
differently trom Wesley. Be states the three most common 
aethoda ~or teaching current events ast 
1. "!hose •ho teach current affair• in addition to 
social studies~ •3 !heae teachers hear current events each 
morning but encourage the children to bring in clippings 
which are related to some area ot the cu~iculWD currently 
beiq studied. 
2. ·~se which use current affairs to aupplement or 
1J~ EdYard Gerald, 11 0brrent Affaira in the· Social 
Studies," Joqrna1 o~ lducattoj, CXIXYII(Ibvember, 1954), 12-14. 
2Jonathan McLendon, "Advance Selection ot CUrrent 
Atfaira,• §C)c;ial Ktacauon. XV%'(1952), 31-33. 
}Jaroltmek, p. 270. 
reinforce the regular aoe1al studies prosr ... •l Ia thia 
method the teacher hears CNrrent nenta ·each dq, but 
encourages articles connected to the social studies un1 t 
being studied. 
3. ~!bose which use current attaira as the basis tor 
social studies un1ts."2 Here the teacher bases complete 
social studies units on current af'tairs in ad.di tion to the 
regular social studies curriculum. Jarolimek concludes by 
stating, "Possibly the beat Programs are the ones which will 
at some time or other utilize all three ot the approaches 
described.. "3 
F\111 Yea£ Plant tor ~••ohi¥ Current :l'ttn\s 
In the area ot tull year proe;rama the auge;estiona were 
rather limite4. Jacob Aronson gives a description ot a 
possible method to~ handliD.~ current events tor a complete 
school year.4 His article, "Sixth ftra4ers Analyze IPore1p 
Policy," describes how a sixt'tl ·sr~e class tried to aalte 
foreign policy during a year long proJect called "~op Secret 
Diplomacy". !be project started out b,y ha~1Q! the ttu4~• 
record headline news events, with the focus on interns:t1-.1 
1 ' ' ibid. t p. 271. 
21b1d. 
31b1d. 
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4'Jacob .Aronson, "Sixth &ra4era Analyze Foreign Pol1q," 
Social 1'4ugation, XXIII(l959), 281-289. 
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neve, on a log sheet. Froa the log sheets the topics were 
transtered to analrsis sbeets.where the,r were classified as 
either diplomatic, economic, militar,y, or psychological. The 
class then studied the different aspects ot the problema and 
proposed solutions to them. !hese solutions were recorded on 
score sheets. The class therefore studied current events b.f 
attemptin! to make American foreign policr. 
A second tull year program tor the sixth grade was that 
ot the ~niversity Experimental School ot the State universitr 
ot Iowa as reported bf Lloyd Smith. !he purpose of tbia 
program was "to as seas tbe appare!).t Taluea and problema 
attendant to a directed prograa ot teaching current events 
at the elementary school leTel."l !he teaching o~ current 
events was done in a thirty m1nutea class discussion period 
each week. "A weeklT·ele•entary neva publication was used as 
common material tor the diaeuasion."2 !he teacher would pick 
two articles from this publication tor the class to read an4 
diacuas. "Encouragement was g1Ten to pupils indicating a 
desire to tind additional intoraation about the topic to be 
considered from the school librar.r or trom material at home, 
but no assignments ot this trpe were given."' 
1amith, p. 75. 
2 ibid., p. 76. 
3ibid. 
nProcedures ror conducting the lessons were ohan!ed 
oooasionall7 as tbe need tor variety was diaoerned."l ~be 
three basic approaches used verea 
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1. 'reacher-led discussions - '!'he teacher prepared 
questions, baaed on assigned articles, "which called tor 
comparisons, the drawing ot interences, and the formation ot 
concluaiona."2 
2. Student panel - A group ot students vas responsible 
tor getting background material and interpreting the article 
"tor the class. 
3. Individual student outlining - !his method involved 
a committee ot three students. One student wrote a stateaent 
ot the purpose ot the article, the second student wrote a 
three to "tour sentence summar.y o"t the article, and the last 
student wrote a one sentence conclusion. These were used as 
the basis tor the class 4iscu.s1on. 
These last two procedures were used only occasionally. 
The author stresses the Talue ot these approaches because o"t .. 
their simplicity. 
!he general conclusion ot the experimenters o"t this 
program was, "Our considered Judgment is that we need to make 
greater use ot current events in a total social studies 
16 
program at the elementarr school level."l 
Another possibility for a full year program was 
reported by Corbett, Brown, Mitchell, and Quigley in their 
stud7 made for the Kew York !1mea.2 A s1xtb grade class which 
they observed vas divided into committees or about six pupils 
each. Each week a different committee was in charge of the 
current events program. !he committee would choose a topic, 
get all background material necessary, and organize the 
current events on their subject. !he information they 
gathered was presented to the class through a discussion. 
'!'he value ot this method according to the authors is that 
the teacher would have time to help one group a week when 
she probabl7 would not be able to help everyone in the cla,as 
in one week. 
Specific 8Ufljf5!Stiona for !each!ne; CJ1rrent I:Yents 
fhere are some specific suggestions tor the teaching 
ot current events, which do not fall under &nJ particular 
category, but which should be noted. !he first of these was 
made by Everett and Arndt in their book, Teach1ns Worl4, 
Atfa1ra in American Schoola.3 They suggested the class have 
11b1d., p. 78. 
2Jamea Corbett et al._, ~rtnt Attaire and Modern 
Bducation, (New York: New York~ mea, Co., 1950). 
3samuel EYerett and Christian Arndt, Teach1pg World 
Atf~ira in jmerican §choo~1~ (Bew Yorks Harper and Brothers, 
195 ) • 
' 
'i 
' i 
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a large wall map on which interesting news clippings brought 
in ~ the pupils be Placed. The pupils would report on the 
news items, being responsible tor being familiar with all 
details eo that they can answer questions. Thla method ties 
teaching current events and world geograpqy together. 
Bolander and Fruman made an interesting suggestion 
when they said that to create intel';'eet in current e'!ents in 
the classroom one could use pictures shown to the whole claaa 
at the same time.1 !hey suggest the use of pictures as a 
means to take the class on an imaginary field trip to the 
place or places involved in the current eTent. 
Albert Herman suggests the uae of cartoons to stimulate 
the slow learner as well as the total class in this field. 2 
His suggestion includes the interpretation of political 
cartoons, as well aa the drawing of original car to ems by the 
pupils. 
l!•tPIPtrs and Cyrrept EYenta 
The next topic, that of dealing with newspapers in 
connection with current events, can itself be divided into 
three areas of discussion. IP1rst, two authors have commented 
on the ability of elementarr aged children to read a 
1 
newspaper. Corbett aai<l, 11B7 the time children reach fi:t'th 
1Bolander and Pruman, pp. 32-33 •. 
2Albert Berman, "Current EYents tor the Slow Learner," 
IJl!h Point§, XXXV(lfovember, 195:5), 31. 
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or sixth grade tber are able to han,dle adult reading materials 
such aa the newspaper, vi tb a good deal et skill." 1 Opposins 
thia, Dunlap has concluded, atter comparing one newspaper and 
one eighth grade basic reader, that., M!he study o~ newspapers 
can be justified in soae junior high achool clasarooaa.M2 
The PrOblem ot what kinds of articles to use at the 
ditterent grade levels has been di,cuased b7 several authors. 
Corbett et al., make the tollowing recommendations as a 
result ot visiting schools acroaa the countr,y.3 At the 
tourth grade level the authors suggest that newspapers be 
used onl7 to tind articles on specitic topics suggested by 
the teacher which therefore tie in closely to the unit being 
t~ght. At the titth grade level the newspaper ahould be used 
onlr tor local neva, tor things with which the claae is 
familiar in terme o~ background •aterial, rather than tor 
something like toreign attaira. In the sixth grade the authors 
suggest the discussion ot aore worldly problema, but the7 
also suggest avoiding much depth i~ th1a discussion. M The 
important goal in current event teaching ia not necessarily 
to arrive at a decision in th• coaplex problems ot the world, 
but to develop the skills needed tor discussing such proble•s.•4 
1corbett tt Al·· p. 132. 
2 Dunlap. p. 501 • 
3corbett tt a1., pp. 120-123. 
4 ibid •• p. 121. 
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PinallJ, the authors conclude thia part of their discussion 
with .the following statements "Exo•Pt in the case of 
unusuallJ gifted children, international political problems 
should not be handled on the elementary level."l 
Another person who has suggested the use ot the 
newspaper in the fourth grade is .Alma Sneed whose main 
concern was in teaching geosraPbJ. 2 She found that news i teas 
concerning geograpbJ brought in by the children were a goOd 
,., to choose topics for study which interested the children. 
~Fourth grade is an excellent grade in whieh to start the 
children on the bunt for useful items; because of their 
natural enthusiasm they can be trained to search tor 
interesting cliPPiD!s that will evoke good class discussiona.•3 
EYel:rn Girardin implied the use of newspaper articlea 
which have a direct meaning to the children as one wq of 
approaching current events teachin!• Por examples she 
suggested current events about the Iorean War o~ tbe Uhited 
Bations it the children had ·aembers of their families 
fighting in the war.4 On the other hand, Edward Gerald 
1 ibid. t p. 125. 
2 Alaa Sneed, ·~The Uae ot. Curxoent BYents in Grade l"our," 
The JournaJ. of GeograPhY, XLVII(l948), 92·94. 
31b1d •• p. 92. 
4BYel:rn Girardin, • Cont••••rarr Attairs at the Elementary 
School Level," lfeaeh1¥ of.qonteaporan Aftaira~_!'wenty.t1rst 
.Yearbook of the lfational Cqne11 for the Social Studies, (Yaahington, D.C. 1 llational Counci;t tor the Social Studies, 
1950). 
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suggests such topics as toreisn. policy, the Uh1 ted •tiona, 
the American government, or the .American econoJq, because 
these topics direct the students' attention to the problems 
ot the world and auch topics make it easier tor students to 
select current events.1 
Pinally, Wesley and Adams discuss newspaper clippings 
from the point ot view of appropriateness to the class and 
list ten criteria tor selection ot articlea.2 
1. Suitability, or how ~learly and well written the 
article 1s for the group who is to see it. 
2. Reliability, or how iapartial and tactual the 
article is. 
3. !he scope of the article, either local, national, 
or· international. 
4. Bbw recent is the article? 
5. What utility does the article have for the group? 
6. What is import of the article, what is its aign1f1e-ance? 
7. Ike ~nt of the article, i te future significance. 
8. The cbtfleqa.-ncea of the article. 
9. !he notabfl1t.J ot the people or group involved. 
10. The continuit,y ot the article, the trenda revealed 
by the article. 
The maJV aot1Ti ties tor us11'l6 the newspaper in the 
!Gerald, pp. l'-14. 
2Wesley and Adams, pp. 334-337. 
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classroom constitute the last subtoPic in connection with 
newspapers. Once asain Weal.,- and Adams seea to have one ot 
1 the moat comprehensive lists. They mention aueh things as 
current events quizzes, news mapa, interviewing and reporting, 
weekly glossaries, .cartoons, bulletin boards and. current 
events matches aiililar to apellil'26 aatches .- XeLendon adds 
' to the list by suggesting tiling or arranging in booklets 
article• on designated topics. mock newscasts, panel 
discussio~s, and a class calendar ot expected events based 
2 on a comparable period the year before. Bolander and Fruman 
suggest that students keep a notebook of events, ~which they 
believe are ot sutticient iaportance to be historr-making.~3 
McAulay suggests a field trip to a newspaper or radio 
stat1on.4 Aronson seems to sum up well the meaning ot all 
these activities by B81ing, "The newspaper can be used as a 
major means of achieving interest, tocus, and integration in 
the elementar,r curriculum."5 
Background Material awf Cfqrrtnt Eventg 
!he last topic spoken ot in the literature concerning 
lwesley and .Adams, pp. 338-340. 
i 2 Jonathan MeLendon, "Using Daily llewapapers Kbre 
Social lducatign, XXIII(October, 1959), 264. Ettecti vely·, r 
3Bolander and IPruman, P• 33. 
4xcAulay, p. 22. 
5Aronson, p. 289. 
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current events is the subject or backg~eand material. Hartshorn 
states well the significance ot this area. "Important current 
issues have their roots deep in t.he Paat lU cannot be dealt 
with effectively by a1mPi;rr conaidering centeaporary 
ramiticationa. "1 
Secondly, ~ildred Heinzen sums up what she feels one 
must know to understand What is b&Ppening in the world. 2 She 
feels one must know something or the geography or the world--
the countries, continents, ocealts, rift~a and mountains, as 
well as tbe languages, climates, and populations. Hext one 
mua t know about the different forms ot. government around the 
world. !'hirdl.y one should be able to identity the people 1• 
the news. And lastly one should be aware ot what is happening 
in the arts about the Plqs, .. eonaerts, scientists and writers. 
Lastly, both Beiuen and tuD1Dge comment on where 
students might tind this background material. Heinzen 
suggests such reference books as the Yolid Almapac, atlases, 
and Who' 1 Who, while CTUDim1nge giTes these al'ld two other 
suggested sources, the teacher and the study ot Past and 
present together.3 •4 KenworthJ also suggests the teacher as 
1 Bartahorn, p. 246. 
2Xildred Heinzen, "Keeping up with the World," lll1onal 
~ueation 4gaoq1a,ton'Journal. XLVII(l958), 488-489. 
'ibid., p. 489. 
4eumm1ne;s, p. a. 
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a source tor current events sttldy when he sqs the children' a 
lack or bac~round material must often be supplied by the 
teacher. 1 
Summw 
The writing in the field or current events teaching at 
the elem.enta%"1' level considers m.a!lf aspects or this subject 
trom ma~ points ot view. !he larse maJority or the authors, 
however, do agree on one thin$, that current events in some 
torm should be taught in the sixth grade. The most obvious 
lacking in the literature is that no one author has made a 
uftitied atteapt at diaeuasi~ all these varied aspects or 
teaching current events. For example, no author baa considered 
general methods or tull year plana tor teaching current events, 
while at the same time discussing apeo1t1e sU!gestlons tor 
individual lessons, the place or newspapers in the teaching 
ot current events and background material involved in the 
study or current events. Furtheraore, investigation or the 
skills and abilities involTed in the study ot current events 
is completely absent troa the literature. It is therefore 
the task ot this study to consider all the aspects involved 
1n the teaching or current events at the sixth grade level 
and to make concrete suggestions baaed on tbe findings ot 
this study. 
CHAPTER I I I 
PREREQ.UI8I!E SKILLS AND ABILITIES~ 
This chapter will considers (a) the prerequisite 
skills needed ~or the underst.nding ot current events; 
(b) the extent to which these skills are included in the 
educational program o~ the intermediate grades; (e) the 
need ~or conceptualization ability in studying current 
events, and the existence ot such ability in the sixth 
grade child. 
frerequ1s1t! fk~lla 
The skills needed tor a chil~ to study current events. 
\ 
tall under tour areas ot the-curriculum. !bese are reading 
skills, social studies skills, language skills, and 
mathematical skills. llal!J1 ot the sPecit'ic skills could be 
placed under two or even three ot these general areas. Each 
skill will be categorized in that area o~ the curriculum 
likely to spend the moat time using it. 
Reading §)tilla 
!here are ~ive general reading skills which are quite 
important to the child 1 s ability to deal with current events. 
!he child will need the ability to ~in both his use ot 
current materials such as newspapera and magazines, as well 
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as in his search tor background material. Bext, it the 
child has mastered the ma~ skills involved in at~ackiD! 
!1!!!. wor4a as be f'inds thea his reading will be all the more 
meaningtul. These skills include the ability to derive 
meanings of' new words f'rom their context, f'rom their roots, 
prefixes and suf'f'ixes. lfaturallT:.·, if' the child is able to 
do this his voeabular.r will be greatly enriched. Thirdly, 
the child must be able to diatin&Yiah 1!:!!. !ll1n tdeat in 
wr1 tten material f'rol!f that which is supporting material 
and explaaator;r material. J'ourthl7, the child should lmov 
how tG- d~ ailent rea41DS• He should know that to gain the 
moat f'r011 silent. reading he should f'irat skim the article 
or chapter, f'iret looking at its title, then ita introductory 
sentence or ParagraPh, next the pictures, then the subheacls 
in bold type, and f'inally its concluding paragraph. While 
the child is doing this he should be thinking of' what the 
article is all about and what queatiol'ls the article is going 
to answer. After having dqne this the child is then ready to 
read. !'he last reading skill lzwo1Ted in current events is 
that of' Eicture interpretat1ou. The child should haTe skill 
in reading pictures. He should be aware of' the amount of' 
i~ormation which can be obtained f'rom pictures and the m~ 
instances when Pictures help to clarity the written material. 
J'or example, if' there 1a a Picture ot a riot in a toreign 
countr.r, the child might !aln such knowledge as the kind ot 
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clothing the people wear, the weapons they use (which perh&ps 
indicate their degree ot civilization) and in general how 
well ott the people appear to be. 
Social Studies Skills 
In the social studies area ot the curriculum the two 
major groups ot skills important to current events are 
research skills and map skills. A third skill, that of 
interpreting cartoons, should also be included in this 
section. Research skills are language skills, but are 
placed here because they are so important to social studies. 
The skills needed to carry out research are quite 
important it the children are to acquire the necessary 
background material for understanding current events. 
Furthermore, in almost every method reported in Chapter II, 
research would be needed for such things as preparation of 
group reports, class projects and topic notebooks. To begin 
with, the child must be able to state the purpose tor the 
research he is to do. If this is done effectively it will 
narrow and define the topic as well as give specific 
direction to the research so that the child will teel secure 
rather than lost in his task. 
Once the topic has been delimited the next skills 
needed by the student are those involved in using tables ot 
contents, indices, card catalogues and other library materials. 
He should know the differences between the table ot contents 
and the index of a book and when to use each. Very important 
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in the research ot a sixth grader is use ot the indices ot 
enc1clopedias. !here are man, helps these indiees can SiTe a 
person and the research student should be aware ot thea all. 
B.r the sixth grade, the child should be quite familiar with 
the Junior librarr, aDd readf to start learning some things 
about the adult library which he 11&1 &lso need to do a good 
job on his e.urrent eTents research. !he child showl.d be 
skilled in us1ns the card catalogue; he should also be 
tamiliar w1th the books on the reference shelf ot the librar,y. 
In addition he should know the general arrangement ot the 
library which means that he has a ta1rly good idea ot where 
the history books are kept, where the 'biographies are ltept, 
· etc • PerhaPB the sixth Bade student • s first need to use 
the adult librar,r would be in order to use the Readers' 
Guide !!, Perio4,ica1 14 teraB!J:!· Since magazines are a good 
source of' material in current eTents, the sixth grader 
should be aware of' their valu• and also begin to become 
familiar vi th the ditterent •&fSazines and what they q.ye to 
otter the research student. 
Once the child has located 1ntormation pertinent to his 
topic, he aust be able to make use ot this 1nf'orDlation in 
some w~. Here is where the research sk1lla of' notetak1ng 
and. outlining are important. lixth graders should have skill 
itt both these ways of' gatheriD! information because in some 
cases one will be more advantageous than the other. Here 
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once again the ability to d1st1ft!Uish main ideas in reading 
matter is important. 
Also important ia the eh114's ability to restate the 
• 
material in his own words, as •ell aa to use quotations when 
they are appropriate. It quotations are to be used in 
research work, the child must be taught very simply how to 
footnote, perhaPs only to the extent ot noting the author, 
book and page. It the idea ot quoting is taught to the child 
at an early age in a positive way, perhaps it will eliminate 
the habit ll&ll1 children have ot copting material vi thout 
giving credit to the author. 
Moreover, in this step ot gathering information, the 
child must be able to distinguish tactual material from 
opinionated material, as well as the tact that there is 
often more than one opinion to be expressed on ma!J1' subjects. 
Further, the child should have an understanding ot propaganda, 
and that whether ~ t ia tor a sood cause or a bad one ls 
almost entirely dependent on one's point ot view. 
-.xt the child must be able to organize his material 
in a clear tasbion tor presentation. It the child has 
outlined the material, it might need little more organizing, 
but it the material is in note torm, it will probably have 
to be arranged by topic and then the topics put in logicel 
order. 
the last skills needed in research work are summarizing 
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and drawing conclusions. !he summar.r should be briet, merely 
pointing out once again the Dl(lill ideas in the material. !'he 
conclusions are the most impOrtant Part ot the proJect tor 
the child, tor here he is asked to synthesize hia int'ormation 
in a manner involving critical thinking. It the research was 
done on a controversial issue, then here is where the student 
would state his opinion in li!ht ot the.research he has just 
completed. It the research 1• gathering background material, 
the child should state how this information is important to 
the current topic - how it clarities, explains, and adds to 
the understandi!'l! ot the topic. WhateTer the research is, 
it is most important that the child's own ideas and opinions 
be expressed !a light ~ the aatet1a1 colltcted. !he whole 
purpose ot research will be lost it this is not done. 
The map skills are the next set or skills trom the 
social studies area important to current events. J'irst the 
child must know how to read a map. It would be helptul it 
he could use longitude and latitude td the extent ot being 
able to locate a Place on a m~P by these readings. Be should 
also know that north, south, east and vest indicate an area 
ot the world as well as a direction. Bext the child must know 
the purpose ot the key ot aaaP and how to use it. Pinally, 
the child must b.e tamiliar with maP s7J1bola which are not 
usuallJ noted in the key such as the symbGls tor rivers, 
mountains, cities, capitals and political boundaries - both 
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aat1onal and international. 
Second, the child· should know et tbe ma~ different 
kin4a of mapa, the uses ot these and the information he can 
get from a map. For example, it he has the PhJeical, rainfall, 
and population maPa of an area, the child should be able to 
make such statements aa, ~!here are few people living here 
because it is a desert area ... " er, "VhJ aren't there ·~ 
people living beret It's tlat land with twent1 inches of 
rainfall per 1ear.• i'o be able to read a aap without gaining 
aDJ 1ntormat1on- from 1 t is like hav1ft8 a driver's license 
b\lt not bei~ able to dr1Te. HoweTer, the abili t7 to 
utilize information troa a map in maki~ generalizations ot 
th1a sort requires conceptualisation abilit7 on the part. ot 
the child. This need will be discussed later in this chap~er. 
!be last prerequisite social. stu~ skills would be 
those 1molve4 in readins pol1 tical cartoons. The pu.pil 
woUld be aa1nly concerned with being familiar with the 
symbols commonlr used in these cartoons, auch aa the hammer 
and sickle tor the Soviet Union, Uncle Baa tor the U~ted 
States, and so on. Secondl7, the child must be aware that 
cartoons are uauall1 used to express a particular point ot 
view, and to do this etfectivel1 the1 are usuall7 greatl1 
exa!Serated. Whatever the ar'tist·w1ahea the reader to think 
ia good, he makes look ver,y good, and similarl1 w1th evil. 
!he· student should know that shades of opinion are not 
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generally Pres,nted in a cartooa: issues are instead pictured 
as being black and white. 
Lansulf!Se·Bkilla 
'rhe next area ot the curriculum trom which skills are 
needed tor the etud7 ot current events is that ot the 
language arts. !he most relevant topics are the ~ 
J:epo;rt1M fkilla, needed to Present background information~ 
on current eventa to the class, an~ the 11aten1ms skills, 
needed to aid the child in absorbing these oral reports. 
The oral reporting techniques can be discussed uDder two 
categorieal group presentation and ildividual presentation. 
techniques. Skills in both these categories are needed so 
that the class can be kept troa possible boredom because ot 
the utilization ot onl7 one technique in ~esenting current 
events material. The most popular ot the methods tor group 
presentation ia that or discussion. Here the term 
discussion applies to a well orsan1zed presentation where 
each member has dane research on a problem which the group 
has previouslJ outlined. When the group ••eta tor the 
discussion it will be the job ot the cbairman-moderator to 
direct the discussion b7 following the outline, drawing 
everyone into the proceedings and controlling the discussion 
bf moving from one part ot the outline to the next at the 
prime time as well as summarizing the discussion at ita 
conclusion. It the class members are skilled in this. 
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technique, then the back!round material. the controversial 
issues can all be brought out in a lively an4 organized 
enough fashion tor the rest ot the class to benefit from 
listening. 
Second dOne; the group presentation skills that can be 
used in reporting current materials is the panel discussion. 
The difference between the group discussion and the panel 
discussion is that in a Panel discussion each meaber has 
investigated a different Phase ot the problem. The difficulty 
with this means ot presenting material is that it often turns 
out to be a series ot individual reports. ror sixth grade 
children it is often difficult tor them to see the 
connection between the reports to the extent ot carrying on 
a lively discussion. ror aoae groups, therefore, this might 
be a very effective means ot presentation, while tor others, 
it is not .. 
A. third kind ot group presentation. which is useful tor 
current events teaching is dramatics. Here the children 
attempt to tell the class the main ideas trom their research 
through skits, mock radio or television programs or narrative 
pantomimes. These can be used when something is needed to 
spark the class, as a chanse 1n their usual methods ot 
reporting. Some current events lend themselves very well to 
dramatization- such as a strike, or a summit conterence 
broken up b,y the antics ot a 8ov1et leader. The mock radio 
; 
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or television shQw can be used tor almost aey kind ot current 
event reporting. 
!he use ot a debate 1s otten a good means to end the 
study ot a eontrOYers1al t•ll•· The debate is most effective 
when the listeners as well as the debaters have background 
knowledge ot the topic. The children should understand the 
elements ot a debate - the job ot the first round ot speechea, 
the reason tor the rebuttal, and the time element. !he 
children should also be aware ot the importance et backing 
up their statements with sources. It the children are not 
familiar with the techniques ot debating, they can not do 
an ettective job. 
The second kind ot oral reporting skill necessary in 
the study ot current events is that ot individual presentation. 
First, the child must be able to !1-Te an oral report. 
. ' l 
umremcrized an4 with the use ot a Jliniatlll' ot notes. It the 
child either memorizes or reads·;·· ·'th:e-ireport can verr quickl:y-
become dull tor the rest ot the class,._ ~. type ot oral 
reporting assumes the child is able to take written material 
or id•as and put it 1n note torm. !he second facet ot oral 
reporting a child should concern himself with is usins 
visual materials to tu.rther explain and make his presentation 
more interesting. He should consider using such tb1Qgs as 
pictures, mapa, charta, models, and the actual objects 
whenever possible. !he child should also have a w_, ot 
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summarizing his report. One effective means is to have 
questions ready to ask the class which point out the important 
1rd'ormation in the report. 
- Listening p!ll1 eempri•e the last area of language arts 
which has a direct col'm.ection to current events. Here the 
child' a main chore is to pick out main ideas while listening 
to an oral report and take notes on them. Be must 'be skilled 
in at least one ot the different wqs ot taking notes - by 
outlining. b.J topics~ or Just in fragments. !be child should 
also be able to Jot down questions. comments and criticisms 
that come to mind as the oral report is being g1.-en. In 
this wq the discussion following the report will be more 
uaningtul. tor the listeners as well as the atudent making 
the presentation. 
Mathematical &kills 
ben mathematics enters 1nto the study of current events. 
'!'he children will come across numbers in newspapers as well 
as in their research work. It is therefore important that 
children know how to re&d larse ngmbera easily and also how 
to wr1 te large numbers. !be children should have some 
goncept of p.wabera. J'or example, they should have an idea 
of the differene~ between one thousand people and one million 
people. ~ children ahould &lao haTe skill in r§UiM 
- eb.arta and sraphs so that they can get meaning from them. 
They should also know how to give information sr&Phic&llx. 
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It theJ can do thia, much or the quantitative information 
theJ come across in their research can be presented much more 
clearl7 in their reports. One last Plaee in which a 
mathematical skill is needed is 1.n un4erstan41rus the ac&].e 
gt mile a on a maP and ua11'16 it. !he children have to use 
arithmetic to find the true distance between two points 
using a scale of miles, but even more important theJ have to 
understand wbat drawing somethi.Dg to scale means. Otherwise 
the children will tind ditficultJ in realizing such tb1n!a 
as, tor example, the one-inch distance between BOston and 
Chi caeso on a maP of the Uid. te4 States is not the same in 
real milease terms as the one-inch between Washington and 
London on a world map. 
Skills Tawsht in Int.eratd1ate Gradet 
The tirst part or this chapter has discussed. the skills 
needed b,y sixth graders to ettectively studJ current events. 
'!'he next part or the chapter will try to answer the question, 
"Is it reasonable to expect that sixth graders have these 
.. 
akills7" bJ i.nTestigating, aa a sample, a po:pular aeries of 
textbooks at the intermediate level in each of the tour 
areas ot tbe curriculua considered previously; that is, 
reading, social studies, langu&!e arts and mathematics. 
This investigation should show, then, one ot tour thingsl 
(1) that the children baTe been taught these skills in the 
fourth and/ or titth grades; (2) that these skills seem to be 
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ineluded in the sixth grade books; (3) that these skills are 
included in curricula tor all three grades; (4) that these 
skills are not generally taU8ht at any or the three levels. 
The final paragraphunder each skills area discussed below 
will summarize the adequacies ot the intermediate program 
related to the current events prerequisites. 
Reading Skills Taught 
In the area or reading, the Alice aDd d-erry Basic 
Reading Program or Row, P8terson and CoapanJ was selected 
tor investigation. The t1ve reading lkilla stated preTiously 
as being necessary to the studr or current events were round 
to be treated as follows according to the teacher's 
guidebooks for grades tour, five and six.1 
I. §kig1MI The SU1debook stressed the abilities 
to •locate conspicous details, locate dea1redintormation, 
select and reject material to t1 t a certain purpose,· rec~t- · 
II .. ~ 
facts and details, Terify and clarity intormation.·2 'fbia· is 
stated identically in the guidebooks tor the three grades. 
II. &tta9kins New Wqr<\sl The three guidebooks 
state that they emphasize "particularly techniques applicable 
to the INDEPENDENT UOOGliiTION OF NEW WORDS IN CONTEXT on 
lMabel O'Donnell, Gu.ide)aqo' tot Sinsins Wheela(Ev&l'lston, 
111.1 Row, Peterson & Co., 1957 ; 0 Donnell, <tu1debook tor 
Engine !h1atles; O'Donnell, <btidebook tor Runaw&T ROme. 
2 ibid.' p. 13. 
the IftEBB:DIJ.D LEVEL." 1 
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!he 6Uidebooks further state that 
they develop an ability to •r~eognize prefixes and suffixes 
added to the base toras of ~ords.•2 !he fitth and sixth grade 
guidebooks give one or two lessons in recognizing new words 
b1 know1DB the meaning ot their foreign roots. 
III. Ri stinsuiah1M M\in Ideas.l Once again all 
three guidebooks treat t~s subject, but the extent of 
treatment differs in each. !h.e fourth grade guidebook 
includes exercises in this ia about one-f'if'th or their 
units, and the aixth grade guidebook in about one-seventh 
of its un1 ta. 
IV. f».lent ReadiMI All three guidebooks treat 
th1 a skill as one ot the tour maJor areas to be deTeloped in 
the interae4iate grade a. "One ot the moat important tunc tiona 
of an intermediate grade teae,her is to guide pupils into 
becoming expert silent readers."3 
v. Picture Igterpretat1ona "P1cturea which will 
tunction in clarif'Jing meanings and in building correct 
concepts are an integral part ot R!.ma•at )i)me. • 4 This 
statement appears 1n all three BUidebooka. The three 
guidebooks fUrther state that they'will devel()p the abilities 
1 ibid.' p. 18. 
2 ibid., p. 19. 
3 ibid., p. 11. 
4 ibid., p. 9· 
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to interpret Pictures into words and ideas, use picture 
clues to give meaning to new vocabulary,, interpret multiple 
mean1nga. 11 1 
From the above considerations we can conclude that in 
their basic reading program tor the intermediate grades Row, 
Peterson otters material that adequately attempts to teach 
the five basic reading skills stated earlier in this chapter 
as necessary tor the study of current events. Since these 
aki,lls are, turtheraore, part of the reading program ot each 
ot the fourth, fifth and sixth grade levels, the children 
should be expected to have mastered these prerequisites to 
current events study. 
L&pguase Sltil;ls Tausht 
The Rkcm1llan ~ish Series tor grades tour, tive and 
six were the books selected tor checking the l&DgUage sk1lls.2 
The following is a summary ot the extent to which these 
language skills previously stated as needed tor the study ot 
current events were to~d in this series. 
I. Or&l Report1ne; Skills 
A. Group Pretentatc1on lk1llal Ot the tour 
.libid., p. 11. 
2Thomas Clark Pollack and Plorence B. Bowden, Wordt 
Work for Ybu(Kew York I !be Jlacmillan Comp&JV', 1954); ThoJtas 
Clark Pollack and Jobn P'oreater, Uit1'1lf!S tl&n15YI.flit{Bew Yorkl 
!he~-•n1lla Collp&rq,,. 1954); fhOJaaa Clark Pollack an4 J. 
Harold· Btraubf Shar1M Ideaa(lfew York& 1'he Jl:aemillan · 
Company, 19$4J. . 
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methods or group presentation or material to the class, the 
only one mentioned in all three books of the series vas 
discussion. !he three books !1Te adequate intoraation for 
carrying out a discussion on a topic where the only preplanning 
done is on determining the topic. None or the books suggest 
a planned discussion to present back!round ••terial as 
suggested previously in tbls chapter. However, the sixth 
grade book does quite thoroushly explain a Panel discussion--
what 1 t 1s and how it should be run. 
The third group method mentioned for presentin~ 
material to the class was the use of brief PlaJa or skits. 
The tourth and fifth grade books 61Te extensive consideration 
to this in their discussion ot all the things needed tor a 
plq. This is a more than adequate background tor the ty,pe 
ot pl.ra c~ent events repprting·vould require of the 
children. !be sixth grade book doea not discuss playa. The 
last technique suggested tor use b.T !roups in reporting was 
debating, which is not mentioned 1n aJ'l1 ot the books. 
B. IndividUAl Pr!••ntatioA 8klll11 Both the 
fifth and sixth !rade books haTe ex.eellent aectiona on 
individual oral reporting, while tbe fourth srade book does 
not mention this. The fifth and sixth grade books tell such 
things as how to organize a report on small cards and what 
things aid in making a good presentation, such as, using 
brief, unaeaor1zed notes which have been s~udied beforehand. 
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Both books briefly suggest that pictures, slides or·motion 
pictures make reports more interesting, but go into no 
detail on thia subJect~ 
II. Y.steniM Skillal !'he listeniDg skills needed 
tor current events, as defined previously in this chapter, 
consist mainly ot selecting main ideas b.1 the audience during 
an oral presentation. '!'his type or listen1J1! skill is not 
considered in this language aeries. The only listening skills 
discussed there are the requiremen\a tor being a courteous 
audience. 
!he maJor lackings in this aeries, as tar as those 
skills st.ted previously as being prerequisite to the studJ 
ot current events, would therefore be in providing the 
student with preparation& (1) in the area ot a preplanned 
group discuasion; (2) in the art ot debating; and (3) in the 
skills illvolved in taking notes while listemns. !he only 
one ot these which ia so important that it should not be 
overlooked ia number three, picking out main ideas while 
listening to presentations ot other students. To teach this, 
however, should ~ot be a particularly ditticult task beeauae 
these reports will usually be on the class' own level. 
8ocia1 Stgdiea @killa !aught 
In the social studies area, the Pollett Publishing 
CompaQJ 1 a textbooks and workbooks were used to le&rll the 
extent to which the social studies skills needed tor current 
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events are included in ~he curriculum or the intermediate 
grades.1 Since some or what have been here labelled social 
studies skills are language and reading skills taught 1n 
connection with social studies, reference has also been made 
to the selected series 1n each area when appropriate to the 
discussion below. The following is a summary of these findings. 
I. Research Skills 
.A.. Using Tables of Contents, Indexes, and the 
L1bra.rl: The teacher 1 a edition of the fourth grade work 
book states that, "consistent use is made of exercises that 
requ1re ••• use of glossary and 1ndex.u2 These skills are also 
discussed in four pages of the fourth grade book of the 
Macmillan English Series. In the fifth grade social studies 
workbook there is one exercise on using a table of contents 
and an index. There are also two sets of exercises at the 
end of chapters one and tour in the textbook. Nothing was 
found in this area. in the sixth grade books. However, the 
lJ. G. Meyer, Frank E. Sorenson, .A.lta Mcintire, Friends 
Near and Far(Ohicago: Follett Publishing Company, 1949); 
Alta Mcintire, Directed Activities for Friends Near and Far (Chicago: Follett PUblishing dompany, 1949); 0. Stuart 
Hamer, Dwight w. l'oll.ett, a-n F. Ahl.shwede, Herbert H. 
Gross, Exploring the New World(Chioago: Follett Publishing: 
Company, 1958); Ben F• AhlaohWede, Directed Activities for 
Exploring the New World and Ex;lorins OUr Oount~(Chioago: 
Pollett Publishing Company, 19 8); J. G. Meyer, • Stuar'\i 
Hamer, Lillian Grisso, The Old World and Its Gifta(Chicago: 
Follett Publishing Company, 1949); J. G. Heyer, o. Stuart 
Hamer, Directed Activities for the Old Worl.d and Its Gifts 
(Chicago: Follett PUblishing Company, 1950). 
2Mcintire, inside front cover. 
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Row, Peterson teacher's aanual tor reading tor all three 
grades stresses the abilities to u•e a table ot contents, an 
index and an ene7clopedia, and also, in the sixth grade, to 
use a librar;y card catalogue. 
B. lbte-tuw an4 9_y.tliDJ,pga !'heae skills do 
not aPPear in the tourth grade books but do appear extensiYel7 
in the t1tth grade. !here are ten exercises in the fifth 
grade workbook in this area, a.s well as a lengt~ explanation 
at the em ot chapter six in the text. In the sixth gr.,t.e 
workbook about every fifth exercise to be completed requires 
note-taking, although the skill is not taught directly 
aJV'Where. In the Macmillan English Series tor the sixth 
grade level, two pages are devoted to discussing this skill. 
Moreover, the three teacher's manuals of Row, Peterson 
include outlin1116 in the skills that oue;ht to be cleYeloped. 
C. Beata tine; Jl&teer11J,, UliM Quota tiona and 
~ootnotesa The extent to whieb restating material ia 
included on the fourth grade leYel is stated in the teacher's 
edition ot the workbook. "JZerciees were included that will 
help to improve the child 1 s abili tt to express his thou·ghts 
in writing.•l In the t1tth grade workbook there are three 
exercises which are to deTelop skill in restating material, 
while in the sixth grade workbook there are about eleven. 
There 1s no mention in aDJ or the ~rades or the skills 
involved in quoting someone else's material and then 
tootnotins such quotes. 
D. R1st1ngyish1n8 Fa9t trom Opipion, Recognizing 
Difference§ in Qpin1ons and J!.ecogniz1ne; Propasam&• These 
skills do not seem to be specifically taught in an, p~t ot 
the Pollett aeries. 
E. Ore;an1z*ng Dter~o,l tor Presentations 1'he ; 
fourth grade teacher's edition ot the workbook e~ates, 
•consistent use is made ot exercises that require ••• the 
organization ot material.•l In the fifth grade textbook, at 
the end of chapter five, the steps· tor or!an1zing an oral 
report are presented ver'f clearly. '!'he sixth grade books do 
not specifically consider this skill &n1Where. 
r. ~mmarizi:tz AP4 Jr&W!M Conclusions I • '!'he 
summary and organization exero1sea ••• bring together some of 
the important understandings that have 'been developed 1n the 
text. •2 !he exercises re:rerred to here compose the last nine 
Pas•• ot tba fourth srad• workbeet. 1'he fifth and sixth grade 
books utilize the skills or summ~izing throughout their 
workbooks, but only in one or two places do they ask the child 
to draw conclusions. Once again, the Row, Peterson teacher's 
,. 
manual states that drawing conclusions is a skill they 
attempt to develop at all three levels. 
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II. Map Sk!lls 
A. LenJ5itude, La.titu¢e. A~ the CarsJinaJ.. 
Direct1onsl The cardinal directions are introduced in the 
fourth grade textbook and reviewed in the fifth grade book. 
The idea of latitude is introduced in the fifth grade book, 
while longitude and latitude are thoroughly taught in the 
sixth grade text. 
B. Jlap Eu1t Simple keya are found on some or 
the mapa in the fourth grade text,. and there are occasionally 
questions which neceasita~e using these keya. At the enl ot 
chapter two, in the fifth grade text, there is a section 
which explains the use ot keys. !he ability to use map keys 
is put to work throughout the sixth grade textbook. 
C. Map Sxmbo].at !'his area ot map skill a is not 
considered in the fourth grade, but is explained extensively 
in the fifth grade text. In the sixth grade text the common 
maP symbols are used throughout the book and the understan41ng. 
ot them is required tor a good·number of the questions in 
the text. 
D. ~tm1li&t!tx with, and Un4eratapdin! of 
Different X1nds ot RMJI, The fourth grade text has very 
simple mapa showing mainly climatic regions and products. 
The fifth grade·book tells about and makes use or ten 
different kinds or maps. It does an especially good job ot 
using several different kinds of maPs together to giTe 
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background information about a region. The sixth grade text 
adds to those maps introduced in the fifth grade and uses 
maPs extenaively throughout the book. 
III. InterpretiP6 v1rtoona 
This subject area was not included 1n &n"1 ot the books 
of the Follett series. 
There seem to be, therefore, four social studies areas 
where the teaching or those skilla·stated as being necessar,r 
~ . 
to the atudJ or current events ia either completely omi~ted 
from the series or too weakly presented to be considered 
adequate to establish the needed ability in the child. Those 
skills which are completely omitted are& (1) quoting and 
footnoting; (2) diatinguishins ~act froa opinion, recognizing 
differences in opinion, and recognizing propaganda; (t3) 
interpreting cartoons. !he moat •ital of these tor the atudent, 
not only as a prerequisite to current events, but in all 
phases ot worlt Which include reading, would be number .two, 
understanding the difference& between tact, opinion, and 
propaganda. These skills are ~mportant enough to sixth 
graders sG that they shOuld be taught even if' they are 
omitted from the textbooks. !be first mentioned above are 
also important to both current events aftd other areas of' the 
curriculum. Since much resear,ch-trpe work is done at the 
sixth grade level, it would seem quite the proper place to 
introduce good practices in research, such as quoting and 
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siaple footnoting. Cu.rr.nt events, however, could be studied 
without this skill. !he I same can be said of the third 
I 
omitted skill, that of c~toon interpretation. CUrrent 
I 
events can be studied wiihout the children usi~ cartoorrs, 
but cartoons do add coloJ aDd present a point of view in news 
I 
reporting. 
I 
The final skill wh~cb is presented so weaklJ in the 
selected fifth and sixth l,grade texts that it cannot be 
I 
considered adequatelJ ta'U!Sht 1s the skill of drawins one's 
own conclusions from matelrial presented. There are no 
problea. si tuationa or que 1
1
stions which force the children to 
state their own. conclusi~s rather thaB to merely repeat or 
sUIUiarize what bas ,. ••• said a tew pages back in the chapter. 
This is aost i-.portant to 1 curre11t eTents study because 
I 
answers to current questipns cannot be concluded by 
summarizing the Past few pages of a text. 
I This situation ot ifadequate textbook exercises vas 
discovered in two more ge~eral stud1ea ot the problem. 
Irene Driscoll, in her atudJ •to determine the higher mental 
I . 
processes required to solf• the question and exercisea ••• ot 
ten sixth grade geography I texts, • found that "geograpey texts 
could be substantiallJ improved bJ including more questions 
I 
and exercises involving tfe uae·of the higher mental 
processes as the social s~ud1es program must be one of the 
places where the basic wotk tor Practice in the higher 
I 
I 
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mental processes should pegin. Ml BYely.a . .A.Ddalah, whose 
study attempted "to lear~ to what ext-ent the activities in. 
these ~even fifth grad!JI textbooks require the use of the 
higher mental proeessea,f concluded th•t "schools .ust 
provide more training inj the area of problem-solvins· !he 
present study reYeals th•t some current textbooks are making 
some prOYiaion tor the o~g&nization and use or ideas. 
However, recall is still lthe mental process that receives 
. . I M2 
most emphasis in the boo}[s. 
I .. 
!here is no ~et ot 
1
r1ght answers to current problems as 
there are to most academ.!jc questions about histoi"J. Children 
must learn to torm their lown opinions and draw their own 
conclusions, or they will accept the easiest and moat 
I 
convenient set or conclu~ions they can find. Without this 
I 
skill the study or curre~t events will lose a great deal or 
its value, especially t~t or contributing towards iaproving 
individual thinking abilijt1es. 
The other research ]skills discussed, plus the tour map 
skills listed, all seem ~o be adequately treated 1n the 
social studies ourrieui~ an4, to some extent in the lal'l5Uage 
1Irene Driscoll, "~ Ana.lysi• ot Questions a1'ld Exercises 
in Ten Sixth Grade Geogr,~. Booka ctn the Basis ot the Iligber 
Jfetrtal Processes Required ia their Solutions• {unpublished 
Master's thesis, School o~ Eaucat1on, Boston~lbiversity, 1948), 
pp. 74.;.75. 
2 . I I:Yelyn Abdalah, ".&in Analysis ot the Learning Activities 
in Seven 11'1tth <J.rade American H1sto17 Textbooks• (unpublished 
Master's thesis, School o~ Education, Boston Uh1versity, 1949), 
pp. 83•85. 
I 
and reading programs, er the i_ntertQ.ediate t9'ades. The 
children in the sixth grade should therefore be expected to 
have good CODIDland ot these skills tor use in. studying 
current events. 
Mathematical Skills Taught 
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Por the inquiry into the mathematical skills necessary 
tor the study of current events, the Ginn and CoapalV 
jritbaetic We !led series wae choaen.1 Ot the tour mathematical 
skills preTiouely discussed, the following are included in 
this series. 
I. RewJiM and Writine> l!arp;e !fWnberal This skill 
is included in the fifth and sixth grade books. !he fifth 
grade book devoted one page to it, while the sixth grade 
devotes two. 
II. DeTelop1pg a Concept ot L&rge lbmberal •one of 
the booka directly attempts tQ. do thie, but each spends ... a 
couple ot Pas•• &l'lalyzing numbers. • Taking numbers aPart ••• 
helps to show their mean1ng.~2 
III. Reading and lllkinS ,(ihaJ.:te and Grapb.ss Neither 
the fourth nor the fifth grade book teaches graPhs and 
charta, but they both use different kinds of charts 
throughout the book, labeling them as such and to th1a 
1auy T. Buswell, Willi• A. Brownell, Irene Bauble, 
Arithmetic Ve lleed(Boatonl Ginn and ComPall1, 1955). 
21bid., Grade 6, p. 2. 
extent familiarizing the children with them. In tbe sixth 
grade book, however, there are ten Pa.ESes spent teaching the 
reading, underatanding, and making of tables, charts and 
graphs. 
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IV. UDdera1(and.1ng the §cal• ot X! lea a lfhe fifth 
grade book spends two pages on seale drawings. 'l'h1a includes 
both drawing things to seale as well as working with the 
scale of a very.simple map. fhe sixth grade book spends 
·three pagea on scale drawill!S· OD.e page is particularly 
concerned with a map, including several problems, the 
solutions of which require tbe use of the map's scale of 
miles. 
The major lacking in this series, in the skills 
pertinent to current events, is in the area or developing 
concepts of large numbers. !he taking apart ot numbers doe a 
not really· give children an idea ot the magnitude ot large 
numbers, or a w_, ot comparing different magnitudes ot 
nU!lbers. !he other three skills are well covered in this 
aeries, the only comment being that there are not enough 
exercises provided to develop thoroughly the skills. This, 
however, can easily .. be remedied by the teacher, even it only 
by encouraging her class to use these skills in their current1 
events research and reporting. 
Coneeptualiza't(ion Abiliti 
This chapter has thus far discussed the skills that are. 
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prerequisite t0 understanding current events. But surely to 
understand implies the existence or more than Just skills. 
According to Webster, underatanding means, "to aPPrehend the 
-purport or meaning or, as by knowing what is conTeyed by the 
words or signa used. or b1' wq or informati.on or explanation ••• 
to have a clear or complete idea or.~l For example, in the 
previous reference to mathematical Skills, it was suggested 
that the child ought to be able to form concepts of large 
numbers. Again. in discussing the social studies research 
skills the child was shown to need to be able to bring 
- together-his various information aourcea into a complete 
entity ror presentation to the class. This or course assumed 
the ability of the child to pertorm such integration or 
materials, words, and ideas. All ot this can be summarized 
b1 SaJing that implicit in some of these preceding skills 
·-·baa been the assumption. that a sixth grade child baa the 
ability to form concepts, i.e., to conceptualize. In the 
following section this question ehall be further explored 
referring to the literature or learning theory and 
experimental psychology. 
The definition of the word "concept• invites little 
disagreement among the authors in this area. !he only 
variance tound was in desree or sophistication of the 
---
1Webater' a lf!w Ooll,!late D1qt1ona.a (Springfield, Mas a·' 
G. & o. Merriam Co., 1956 , p. 927. 
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definition, not in basic meanins. Ralph OJemann, Clifford 
Jlbrgan, and Joy Lacey SiTe the simplest of the mean1~a for 
concept. Xore;an gives a basic definition from a psychologist's 
point of view. A concept is "the response we make, usually 
in the form of a word, to a common property of objects or 
events."l Ojemann, more concerned with teaching, states, 
~A concept is easentiall1 a group ot meanings put together 
~nder one label."2 Lacey, being even more specifically-
concerned with elementar.r school children states, "Coacepta 
are the simple tactual meanings which the child sums up an4 
names, such as, 'train,' 'cow,• 'wheat,• 'house,• and the 
lik:e. 113 
The next three authors add a new consideration to their 
defin1 t1on or a concept thereby maki~ theae defin1 tiona more 
complex. '.rb.e addi tiona to these d'tin1 tiona are the more 
sophisticated teras or comPrehension, abstraction, and 
generalization. Howard KiDgaleJ, concerned mainly wi'th 
learning, states, 11 !he concept ia a form of topic; and like 
1Cl1fford T. Xore;an, Wtodsotion to Pfcholou(Bew York: 
MeGraw-H111 Book Compal.\f, Inc., 195&), p. 14 • 
2Ralph Ojemann, 11Soe1al at.u4.1es in Light of Knowledge 
about Children," Social 8tudiea 1D the Elementan Sehe91, 
Fitty•a1xth Yearbook of the Bational Society for the Study 
ot Education, Part I(Ch1cagoa The lfit.tional Society for the 
Study of Sducation, 1957), p. 88 •. 
3 Joy M. Lacey, !each1116 the Social Styd1ea in the 
Eleaentart 8ehool(Minneapol1sl Burgess Publishing CompaDJ, 
1941}, p. 18. 
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all topics it is the product or eomprehenaion.~l Brownell 
and Henrickson, interested in concept formation in children, 
say, "A concept is an abstraetioB" which "applies to a class 
- . -
or group or ob3ect1 which have certain qual! ties in common. •2 
-And finally, David !us•ell, whose book is concerned with the 
thinking ot children, states, "A concept is a generalizatio.a 
about related data. "3 ltetrrq and Doria Lee give a 
compreh~nsive definition or conceptualization by a.rlng, "To 
the extent the child sees the relationship between the-object, 
tact, or proeess under consideration and h1 8 other 
understandings, as well as its relationship to himself, he 
understands the concept. M/t. 
There 18 one further aspect or the meaning ot concept 
which must be stated 1n order that the use ot the word in 
the next chapter be clearly understood. That is, the degree 
ot abstraction or the concepts being discussed. Very simply, 
concepts can be divided into three degrees ot abstraction. 
lHoward L. Kingsley, fbt Bature and Con~1t1on1 ot 
Learn1M (Hew York 1 Prentice Hall, Inc. , l§lio, p. 347. 
2Yill1am Brownell and Gordon Henrickson, "How Children 
Learn Intoraation, Concepts a1!1Cl hneral1zat1ona," Learpigg f'!d Inatruot1cm, Forty-ninth Yearbook ot the Rat1oBal Society 
or the atudy ot lEducation, Part I (Chi casoa !he Hati onal 
Society tor the Study ot Education, 1950), p. 106. 
'David Russell, Cl!J.lctren's 'rh1nk1nf5(BOatonc Ginn and 
Co., 1956), p. 68. - · 
· 4 J. Jtarrq Lee and Dori 8 . MilJ Lee, 'rhe Chi lsi and Hi • 
Curr~cu~p(Bew Yorltl A.ppelton-Century-Crof'ts, Inc., 1950}, 
p. 151. 
The simplest desree would be the ability to aggregate 
concrete items into basic concepts to which Lacer referred 
in her detinition,.1.e., train, cow, wheat, and house. The 
intermediate step in desree of abstraction would be those 
intangible relationshiP• which can b:e demonstrated by 
concrete examples. Por instance, when discussing the 
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concept of communism, examples of th11115s from the everydq 
lives of the people of the Soviet Union could be given. 
Lastly, the most abstract concepts would be or things which 
cannot be explained through the use of concrete examples, such 
as the concepts ot God am space. Those concepts that are 
most often encountered in current events studies, as shown by 
the list or concepts discussed in the next chapter, tall into 
the interaediate range ot abstraction. 
The last prerequisite ability for the study ot current 
events to be considered in this chapter then, is the ability 
ot sixth graders to conceptualize. A review ot the literature 
in this area might give an indication of the nature of concept 
formation and the extent to which we can assume a sixth grader 
has this ability. !he literature reveals that experience 
which contributes to knowledge is one basic element in the 
formation of concepts. To quote Lacey, "Concepts represent 
the sum total of our previous experience or knowledge ot the 
matter."l Therefore Lacey can conclude, "The wider the 
1 Lacey, p. 18. 
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experience which children haTe ••• the more accurate and full 
ot meaning will be their concepte. ~l Brownell and Henrickson 
.. 
show their agreement with Lacey by stating, •the child's 
background or experience is an important factor in learning 
concepts.•2 Xingsley indicates that knowledge and concept 
formation go hand in hand by saying, "Jtnowledge adTancea 
with increased ability to notice details and differences, 
and concepts are retined and elaborated b,y distinguishing 
subgroups on the basis ot special properties Delonging to 
each."' Michaelis adds the gradualness ot concept formation 
in his discussion ot the subject. •concept building is a 
gradual process in which increasingly higher levels ot 
development, coupled with rich experiences, bring about 
steady growth ot meaning ."4 Lee Cronbaclt also aa;ra tba't 
children enrich their concepts as they learn more about thea 
and that •concepts are gradually extended and 11rade more 
general. •5 Lee and Lee also sa:r that "Ooncepta graduallY.' 
evolve, are refined, and change,• that they are not learned 
during one unit or at one grade leYel, but rather develop 
libid.' p. 17. 
2Brovnell and Henrickson, p. 114. 
311ngaley, p. 348. 
4John U~ Michaelis, Social §tudiea tor OQ1ldren in a 
pemocta9J(Zaglewood Cliffs, Xew Jersey: P.rentice-8&11, Inc., 
1956), p. 118. 
5Lee J. Cronback, J:du~tional Pucholoq(Nev Yorkt 
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 195 ) , p. 292. 
as the child goes through sohoo1. 1 
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Ralph OJemann indicates that there might be another 
el~ment in concept formation. He states, "the development 
ot a concept depends on both the nature or the child and the 
experiences he has had. "2 Dimond gives us a further idea of 
what this second element in concept formation might be in 
his statement, "Teaching the social studies in the 
elementary school requires serious consideration or the 
growth process ot ch1ldren."3 Arden Frandsen tells us that, 
"Both casual observations of children's learning efforts and 
systematic experimental studies or the role of maturation in 
learning have demonstrated that sufficient maturity is an 
essential condition ror·ertective learning."4 David Russell, 
in giving his thoughts as to this ~econd element in the 
concept formation process, says, "concepts develop out of 
related perceptual experiences and as a result or the child's 
reorganization ot experiences in a problem-solving or 
creative wq."5 
ltee and Lee, p. 84. 
2 0Jemann, p. 93. 
3stanley Dimond, •current Social Studies Trends and Their 
Implications tor the Social Studies Program," ~ocia1 Studiea 
in the Elementarr School, Fif~-aixth Yearbook ot the National 
Society for the Study ot Education', Part I {Chicago& National 
Society for the Study ot Education, 1957), p. 48 
4Arden N. Frandsen, How Children Learn{New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1957), p. 79. 
5aussell, p. 117. 
Inhelder and P.1aget seem to draw together ~the nature 
ot the child" that OJeaann suggests be considered, the 
. 
"growth processes" that Dimond mentions, the maturity 
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con.aideration·trom Frandsen, and the child's need to recognize 
experiences and solve problema which Russell has added, in 
their investigation o:t' the thinking process or children at 
about the sixth grade level. From their experimental atteapta 
to tind how pUpils ot ages seven to titteen solve ac1entitic 
and mathematical problema, Inhelder and P.1aget :round that a 
person's abilit7 to perform more complex logical operations 
depends upon the development ot Particular cerebral structures. 
Anne Parsona, translater o:t' the Inhelder-Piaget book, 
su .. arizes their findings in her introduction. 
Although the number ot intelligent acta o:r whl.ch a child 
ia caPable at an;r given age obviously depends on learn!~ 
in a quantitative sense and on the aituationa which he 
happens to confront, the range o:t' available operations 
can be described in. terma ot a limited number or 
interdependent structures [of' logical operations o:r the 
brain]. The atrueturea :t'OWld .,n4 the war in which thq 
are integrated dependa on. the stage o:r development 
considered.l 
In the concluding chapter o:r the book, Piaget states 1n 
his own words, MGiven that 1n·our society the 7-8-rear old 
~ 
child (with very rare exceptions) cannot handle the structures 
which the 14-15-year old adolescent can handle easily. the 
reason must be that the child does .. not possess a certain 
1 
Barbel Inhelder and Jean P1aget, ~e Growth o:r Lo!ieal 
Thipk1ng :t'rom Childhood to Aaoteaeenet. trans. Anae Paraona (iew York& Baa1e !coke, Inc., 1955), p.x1v. 
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number or coordinations whose dates or developaent are 
determined by stages or matur•tion ••• For these reasons, it 
seems clear that the developaent or formal structures in 
adolescence is linked to maturation ot cerebral structures."l 
P1aget bas made a definite distinction between a child 
and adolescent •• A child, in Piaget's terms, is one whose 
brain has not matured to the extent or enabling him to 
perform the logical thought processes required in abstract 
problem solving, while the adolescent is one who is able to 
do this because of the greater extent or maturation ot his 
brain. ~From the standpoint or l9gical structures, this work 
seems to imply that the think~ng ot the adolescent ditters 
radieal]J:r from that or the child. • 2 
FUrther evidence as to how the cerebral structure 
ettects the ability or the individual to handle abstract 
conceptions is provided by the work or Goldstein, as cited 
by' Garrett. ,.Experiments (Goldstein, 1939) have shown that 
a person who has suffered brain inJury •81 lose the capacit7 
to think in abstract terms, even when his abili t7 to take a 
'concrete attitude'--one controlled b.1 immediate sense 
lmpreasion-•ia unimPaired."' 
libid., pp. 336-337. 
2 ibid.' p. 335. 
3 H. E. Garrett, Gefer&l Pucholoe;r (New Yorks American 
Book Company, 1955), p.21. 
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Garrett further reporta.the ~esults of other experiments 
done to distinguish concrete from abstract thinking among a 
group rangin! from youns ch114ren to adults. Be round that 
"Young children and low-grade adUl~s, ae well aa Patients 
suffering from mental disease (for example, acb1zopbren1a) 
or brain injurr, usually· take the concrete attitude ~n 
forming b7pothese~ ••• and there is an inability to generalize 
or to group in terms or abstract qualitJ."l 
These findings signify that the adolescent, in Piaget's 
terms, is able to handle thou!ht p~ocessea of the nature of 
those demanded by conceptualization or the intermediate type 
referred to earlier, whereas the ch1ld 1 s thinking abili t7 is 
limited to the more concrete class of operation. 
P1&!et's theorizing goes even beyond relating the 
conceptual ability of students to their background knowled!e 
and cerebral development b7 adding a third factor, the 
influence of the individual's emironment. He aqs, ~this 
structure formation depends on three principal factors& 
maturation of the nervous s,ystem, experience acquired in 
interaction with the Pbfsical enY1ronment, and the influence 
ot the social milieu. 112 This "social milieu" is, ot course, 
variable throughout time and social condi tiona. Piaget 
reports from analysis or historical material on ancient Greek 
1 ibid., p. 423. 
2Inhelder and Piaget, p. 243. 
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lite that the beginning of the stage ·Of adolescence in the 
Grecian youth was delared to a later age than in our society. 
Prom this evidence be concluded that the changes in our 
• 
educational system and cultural att1tu4ea have themselves 
produced a speeding up in the develoPment of the ind1 vidual 
from childhood into adolescence, an4 henoe i~ the growth ot 
h1a foraal thinking ability. 
In sum, tar troa being & source ot tully elabOrated 
'innate ideas,' the mat;\lrat1oa ot the nervous qatem 
ean do no more thaa determine the tetality ot pOasib1litiee 
at a given stage. A J>art1claola;r aoo1al eJLY1rouent 
remains in4iapensable tor the rea11z-at1oa- of ttwae 
possibilities. It follows that their re.,l.1&at10D can be 
accelerated er re~e4 as a function of culture &nd 
educational conditione. 'l'h1s is wb;r the growth of formal 
thinking as well aa the age at which adolescence itself 
occurs ••• rema1n dependent on foeial as much as and more 
than on neurological factors. 
In briefly reviewing these findings P1aget cites a 
conglueioB iaportapt to this stustyl ~Thus the age of 11-12 
1ears •81 be, beyond the neurological factors, a product of 
a progressive acceleration of individual development under 
the influence of education and perhaPs nothing stands in the 
w.r ot a further reduction of the average age in a more or 
less distant tuture."2 
Prom his research into the probleae ot getting children 
to understand concepts ot t1me, Ojema~ asks, "What concepts 
can the child develop when he 1s placed in an environment in 
libid., p. 337. 
2ib1d. 
which there are aaey usee of such meaningful and enriching 
experiences?~ Be predicts t~t Maa investigators became 
interested in such a question, oar,ab1li'tYf to devise even 
more meaningful experiences will very probably grow, and 
children will be able to develop mean!ngs that we now 
consider too difficult tor them."l 
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In concluding this section on conceptualization ability, 
several findings can be cited. Conceptualization was round 
to depend upon three aspects relating to the child& (1) the 
extent or his experiences or knowledge; (2) the degree of 
maturation ot his cerebral struc~e; (3) the social 
environment or which the child has been a part. !he tirst 
aspect above, the pertinent knowle~ge or the child related 
to the current events area, will be discussed in the next 
chapter. With respect to the seeopd influence on 
conceptualization the findings cited earlier tell us that at 
the age eleven to twelve children acquire the needed brain 
maturation, thereby including most sixth graders. Finally, 
a favorable tamily, community, and/or school environment can 
stimulate the child's ability to torm meaningful concepts. 
1 Ojemann, p. 94. 
CHAPTER IV 
BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
The preceding chapter bas discussed the skills and 
abilities needed to understand current affairs and the 
extent to which the sixth grade child possesses such skills 
and abilities. But skills alone do not suffice. These 
skills must be supplemented by and in fact operate upon a 
background or knowledse and information related to the 
current affairs area•· This chapter shall be concerned with 
the background material required to understand current 
events and that material which the sixth grade child 
e1 ther has acquired or has available to him. 
Background Material J)eded 
To determine what background material is necessary tor 
understanding current events, a study was made of the 
articles which seemed suitable tor study from the newspapers 
ot the months ot December 1960, and Januar,y and February 1961. 
As the newspapers tor these months were read, a list was made 
of all words and general areas ot knowledse which might be 
unfamiliar to sixth graders. Upon re-examination it was 
found that the list of words could conveniently be divided 
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into two lists; one list which is called newspaper vocabulary, 
because siaple definitions should be enough to make these 
words comprehensible, and a second list considered to be 
conceptual, because m.ore extensive background material seeas 
necessary to make these words understandable to sixth graders. 
The background aaterial needed to understand current 
atta1rs can therefore be divided into three categories. First 
the pupils should have general knowledge ot a group ot topics 
which constantly reappear in the llEtWS. Second, the pupils 
must have the background material necesaar.r to understand 
the concepts which are important to current events. Third, 
there is a group ot words which can be considered newspaper 
vocabulary and therefore an ability b1 the. children to define 
these words will be sutt1cient tor their newspaper reading. 
These tew areas will overlaP 1n manJ instances, but still 
deserve to be discussed individually. 
The group ot general topics ot which all students 
should have a basic knowledge consists otc 
1. Ooaua! em and democra.er 
2. '!'he United llat1ons 
3. The llhited States goTermaent 
4. World geography - places 1n the neva 
5. lf&DleS in the news 
The depth ot knowledge and understand1Q5 that a sixth 
grader would require to understand current events in each ot 
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the above areas or course differs. With respect to the first 
topic listed, the children should understand communism and 
democracy as two wqs of lite. rather than merely, as different 
types of gOTernments. The children should realize the extent 
to which freedom exists in a democratic country. They should 
be familiar with the freedoms stated in Bill ot Bights and 
understand h~ these pertain to thea even as sixth ~raders. 
They should be aware that these freedoms mean such things as 
the right ot Americans, and other peoples living in 
democracies, to choose their own way of lite, to decide what 
oocupation they wish to enter, where they want to live, in 
Yh.at church they want to prq, and who they want to run their 
government. They also should realize that it is often ver,r 
difficult tor people to establish a democracy in their 
country, especially when the country is largely backward and 
illiterate. Finally, they should understand that democracy 
is based on the worth and responsibility ot the individual. 
In contrast, the pupils should have an understanding of 
what lite is like in a communist country. It is important 
that they learn about communism as it exists todq rather 
than the communism or Kar.x and Engels, although the 
distinction might, in some instances, be pointed out to 
them. First, the students, should know of the limits or 
freedom in communist countries - that what college students 
studJ, what occupations they enter, and where the Soviet 
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peoples live are much more under governmental control than 
in ou.r own country. Further, they should know the communist 
attitude toward religion and the attempts of the U.s.s.R. to 
crush religious worship. Moreover, the children should 
reaiize that the people in a communist country have no voice 
in determining their sovernaental form, policies or personnel,. 
aa long as the leaders of the government continue to act as 
they have in the Paat forty years. .Uso, the children should 
be aware of the ai tuat1ona, especially in the backward 
countries of the world, which.sometimes attract people toward 
communism rather than to democracy. Further, the stude~ts 
should know the wqa· in which Russia can make use ot this 
attraction bJ offering the leaders of these countries tood, 
veapona, and technical help, in th1a wq making these 
countries in debt to RQssia. And finally, the ch1l~ren 
should understand the difference between the philosophies of 
these two systems toward the individual. ·Under communism the * 
state is the prime concern, with the individual existing only 
to advance the state and with the state supposedly replacing 
religion in the individual's lite. 
The second topic in which t~ children should have a 
good foundation of knowledge is the United Bations. The 
children need a background of tacts which will help in their 
understanding of the United :lations today. These tacts 
should include such things as when, by whom, and wbJ the 
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United Nations vas founded, the fo~al structure of the 
organization, and the bases fqr aesbership in the organization, 
as well as the present membership {or rather, to make it 
easier, the nations of world who do not belong). Next the 
children should know the functions of the United Nations and 
the extent of its power in the world. Then they should be 
familiar with some of the Past proJects and accomplishments 
or the Ubited Nations, both in areas well known, such as the 
Korean War, and in areas less well known, such as in working 
to improve world health and to spread education. Finally, 
the children should realize that the· United Nations is an 
ever-changing organization, not in its formal structure but 
rather in its membershiP and consequently in the power 
balance of the general assembly. The fact that the Uhited 
States tor many years could count on enough nations to vote 
vi th it to command a strone; maJori t7, and now often finds 
this no longer to be true should be understood by' the 
ch11~n. 
The third area in which the children should have a good 
background of knowledge is the United States government. 
They should know that the federal government is made up of 
three branches. They should have a simple understanding or 
the fUnctions ot each of these, such as the duties of the 
president and each of his cabinet members, the duties of the 
legislators, the structure of Congress and how it works, and 
duties ot the Supreme Court ~stices as well aa the role ot 
the Supreme Court in the 9h1 ted States ~overnment. Further, 
the children should have knowledge ot our election system, ot 
primary elections, of nation-wide elections, and ot the 
electoral college. Moreover, they should understand what is 
meant by majority rule. Finally, the children must haTe some 
understanding ot our political party system. They- should 
know something ot the part parties play in the runn1Il6 ot 
our country. They must know about conventions, Party 
Platforms and programs, but more importantly: they should 
know the role ot the parties 1n OoD,!ress • the majority and 
minority leaders, the Speaker or the House, and the committee 
structure in relation to the parties. It is more important, 
to understanding current events, that they know the real w.r 
Congress works than how 1 t should work according to 1 ta 
tormal structure. 
Inthe area ot world geographf somewhat general knowledge 
will suttice except in the matter of location. The children 
should know quite accurately the locations of the major 
countries or the world, such as the 1bited States, Soviet 
Union, China, Great Bri ta1n, France, Germa121, India and 
Japan, as well as or those smaller countries that are 
currently in the news. This is a miniliUm. It would be 
help:tul it they also had an idea or the location ot other 
countries in the world at least to the extent or knowing on 
t 
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what continent they are (this presumes the students know the 
conttneftts). The children's knowledge of the other aspects 
of geograPbJ can be more general. The children should have 
some idea of world climates. They should know the locations 
of the hot climates, the cold ones, the wet and dry lands, 
and the good farming lands. They also should know a little 
about the population distribution over the earth, and should 
be able to identify those countries which have problems 
because of too dense a population, and those which have 
problems because of a shortage of population. Finally, the 
students should have some ideas as to which countries are 
highly industrialized, which are developing their industrial 
potential, which are the backward countries, and which 
countries have industrial potential or wealth potential 
because of natural resources that have not as yet been 
deTeloped. Of course the more knowledge the children haTe 
in these areas the mo~e readily they can understand manr ot 
the world's problems, but general ideas can be very 
serviceable, and. more specific knowledge is readily available. 
The last general area concerns the people in the news. 
The facts in th1 s area change perhaPs more rapidly:" than in 
any of the other areas, but they are stable enough over a 
ten-month period to make them important to study in school. 
Most important the children must know those government leaders 
of the major countries of the world who are constantly in the 
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news and bs able to cormect each of them with h1 a country. 
For example, at the present time the list would include such 
people as& Kennedy ot the Uhited States, Khrushchev of the 
Soviet Union, Mao ot China, Macmillan ot Bri ta1n, DeGaulle 
or France, MeD&uer of West Germaey, ·~ ot India. The 
children should also know the Secretary-General of the ebited 
Nations. Added to these would be the names of the leetders ot 
the smaller countries as they aPPear in the news. .&a a 
general aid in identifying these people,over a long period 
ot time the students can learn to recognize the dominance iB 
the news or key government posi tiona in the variou~ countries, 
tor example, the President ot the United States, the Premier 
ot the Soviet Uhia;n, and the P.rime Minister of Great Britain. 
To conclude, the parpoae or studying the topics just 
discussed is to provide the children with sufficient knowledga 
to understand the meaning and import of their current event 
readings regarding these above key areas. 
The second general determinant of background material 
that children require is the set ot concepts that occur in 
the news. These concepts were determined in the study or 
news contents that was described earlier in this chapter. 
These concepts tall into seven categories: economies, 
United States polities, governaental forms, international 
affairs, nationalism, warfare,·and science. The extent to 
which background material will be needed tor a satisracto~ 
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understanding of each concept will depend upon the difficulty 
of the concept, its frequency of occurrance in news discussed 
in the classroom, the interest or the class, and the interest 
and knowledge of the teacher on the particular subject. 
The following is the list of concepts necessary for 
understanding current events, as determined by the research 
previously mentioned. To clarity the meaning of these 
conceptual areas each category listing is followed by an 
explanation of one of the concepts in that categor,r, the 
explanation indicating the miDimum depth of understanding 
needed b1 sixth graders. 
Concepts 
Economical 
National economyl 
budget - balanced and unbalanced 
employment and unemployment 
inflation 
labor - labor unions 
recession 
taxation 
Kinds ot economies& 
capitalist 
communist 
socialist 
. I 
Internation economic considerations: 
foreign aid 
foreign trade 
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:S:Xamplet taxation - the means by which the government gets 
the money it needs to run the e;overnment. Think of the 
government as a business. It performs ma111 services tor the 
people, such as building roads and bridges and maintaining 
the armed services. !he e;overnment does not get paid 
directly tor these things because they are done tor the 
people in general. But the government has to buy the 
materials and PSJ the workera. In order to get money to 
perform these services the government must tax people or 
things. There are two kinds of taxes - direct and indirect. 
A direct tax is one which immediately adds to the priee of 
the product tor the buyer, such as a luxury tax; or a tax 
like personal ineoae tax, which is also direct but involves 
no product. An indirect tax is one whose effects are not 
immediately felt on the final Price of the product, such as 
a tax on imported goods. 
United St1tes Political 
administration 
cabinet 
oonservati ve 
liberal 
moderate 
political parties 
right wing - lett wing 
sesregation 
the Pentagon 
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Examples cabinet - the cabinet of a government is made up 
ot the people who head the different departments or the 
government, such as labor or foreign affairs, and who also 
act as advisors to the chief executive of the country. In 
the anited States eight of these ten people are called 
secretaries, such as the Secretary or Defense and the 
Secretary or Health, Education and Welfare. The two other 
cabinet members are the Attorney General and the Postmaster 
General. 
Governmental Formes 
colonialism 
COJDJDUni sm 
democracy 
dictatorship 
socialism 
Example: colonialism - the practice by a country, called the 
mother country, or establishing and ruling another land. 
Most colonies were started by having people from the mother 
country move to this other land. These people were still 
considered citizens or the mother country and therefore 
remained under the government ot the mother country. The 
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mother country continued its rule over the colony because it 
could get particular benefits from this rule; such as, rood 
tor the people living in the mother country, needed raw 
materials, precious gems and metals, and a Place to sell ita 
manufactured goods. 
Wart are: 
ally - alliance 
arms race 
defense 
disarmament 
Kinds or war: 
all-out war 
civil war 
e.old war 
conventional war 
limited war 
nuclear war 
revolution 
Weapons: 
atomic and nuclear weapons 
conventional weapons 
Defense Pacts: 
NATO 
SEATO 
Example: limited war - a war which is limited in one or more 
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of several aspects. ~\ may be limited, for instance, in the 
weapons that are uaed; that is, restricted to non-nuclear, 
non-chemical and/or non-biological weapons. It ma1 also be 
limited to a geographical area, for example, to a particu~ar 
Asian country rather than a world wide war. Another 
limitation would be in terms or the objectives of the war, 
such as containment rather than elimination or communism. 
Also, a limited number or nations might be involved in the 
war. In the Korean War, for example, limitations or all 
tour types were involved. 
International Affairs: 
blocs 
coexistence 
East - Vest 
neutral 
propaganda 
satellite country 
summit meeting 
The Commonwealth 
uncommitted 
Example: summit meeting - a meeting between the heads or the 
major countries of the world, such as the President or.the 
United States, the Prime Minister of Great Britain, and the 
Premier or the Soviet Union, to discuss the moat important 
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problems ot the world with hopes ot solving some ot them. 
The word ~it is used tor this kind ot meeting because it 
means the top or the highest. Plans tor such a meeting are 
usually made well in advance and everyone always hOJ>es that 
some of the world 1 s trouble spots will be settled at this 
meeting. 
:tl&tional;1sm: 
treed om 
home rule 
independence 
self-determination 
Example& self-determination - a term used in connection with 
a colony that wishes ita independence or is about to become 
independent. A countrr that -wants self-determination is 
askin~ tor the right to.decide tor itself such things as the 
kind of government it will have, the v«Js it will spend its 
money (building factories, irrigation projects, or making 
weapons) and the countries with which it will trade and be 
friendly. 
Science& 
computers 
gravity' 
outer sPace 
the universe 
weightlessness 
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Example: computers - machines which can be instructed to 
carry out certain varied tasks. These machines are used tor 
such things as computing business Payrolls, maltill8 mathematical 
calculations, and guiding and controlling missiles. The 
compUters' fUnctions are completely Preapecitied by the 
instructions provided it, but advances are currently being 
made to enable computers to supply more ot their own 
instructions. 
The last type ot knowledge that is prerequisite tor 
current events study is newspaper terms. The terms that 
tollow were determined b1 the newspaper research method 
discussed earlier 1n this chapter. These words have been 
divided into the same seven categories as the concepts to 
show the difference between words classified as concepts and 
words elassitied as terms. In some aehool classes, however, 
it is quite likely that words trom the following list might 
have to be taught as thoroughly as concepts. In tact, some 
ot the terms might better be classitied as concepts and vis,. 
versa. The list should be considered to be as flexible as 
the situation demands. Following the practice used with 
concept explanations, a term selected from each or the 
categories will be defined. 
Economics: 
anti-trust 
Terms 
consumer 
fiscal year 
monopoly 
production 
surpluB 
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Example& monopoly - a situation in which one compaey has no 
effective competition tor what it produces and therefore can 
independently set the price of its product. 
United States Polttiea& 
ambassador 
agenda 
bill (in Congress) 
boycott 
eaueua 
delegate 
domesti~ 
federal 
filibuster 
GOP 
inauguration 
legislative session 
Majority and Minority Leaders 
press conference 
pro - anti 
seniority 
Speaker or the House 
State or the Union address 
urban - rural 
vote - abeta1n 
Jbtample: federal - the word used when referring to the 
central government of the United States as distinguished 
from the state governments. 
International Affaire& 
Anglo 
.&tro-.lsian 
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Bona - Kremlin - London - Moscow - Paris - Peking -
Washington 
crisis 
negotiation 
policy 
Red a 
resolution 
unilateral 
Example: Reds - a term which refers to either a communist 
country or to people belonging to a communist Party. 
Governmental Forms: 
coalition 
Congress 
coup 
dictator - king - premier - president - prime minister -
ruler 
1aper1al 
Parliament 
People's Democracies or RepUblica 
regime 
Example: resiae - the gOTernment in power in a Particular 
country. 
Wax::ra.re: 
aggressor 
air-11ft 
arms 
arms control 
cease fire 
conciliation 
detection 
guerrilla 
intervention 
missile 
radar 
test ban 
troops - battalions 
truce 
Example: guerrillas - a group o:r men who are fighting, but 
are not part of the regular army of a country • The men BlQ' 
be fightillfS with the regular army or asainst it. 
lfationalism: 
plebiscite 
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referendum 
subversion 
Example& referendum- the peeple's expression ot opinion o.n 
a particular question through a vote. 
Sciestitic: 
atomic power 
guidance and control systems 
payload 
rocket 
satellite 
Examplea radar - a detecting device that can give the 
distance, altitude, and direction on movement ot things in 
its path. 
Background Material jv&tlable 
There are three possible sources, in addition to the 
teacher, from which the student can acquire the background 
material needed tor the study ot current events. First, 
there is the regular textbook used by the class as well as 
anr supplementary texts or other reference books, such as 
encyclopedias, world almanacs, dictionaries, atlases, found 
in the classroom or at home. Second, there are newspapers 
and magazines, both aimed at adults and those prepared 
especially tor the elementar,r school child. Lastly, there 
is the library. or course, all or these sources will 
probably not be available to all classes, but at least some 
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ot them will be available to every class. 
The source most readily available to the children will 
be their regular textbook. To get an idea or the extent ot 
background material :found in these textbooks, the Follett 
social studies series tor the intermediate grades has been 
chosen as a sample. In the fourth grade book, l"riends llear 
and Far, the children should ~et some or the general 
geograPhic knowledge discussed in the first part ot this 
chapter. As the authors, Meyer, Sorenson, and Mcintire 
state, "Friends Near and Fat presents v1v1d Pictures ot 
lite in six carefully seleeted regions ot the Western 
Hemisphere. The :first ot these reESions lies at the equator. 
Each succeeding unit deals with regions that are :farther and 
:farther trom the equator. Each unit ends with a study o:t' 
comparable regions in other parts or the world. These 
regions are clearly indicated on maPs, and sutrieient 
1ntoraatl011 la pnn t.o •rtattl• P&PSI• .t• M.aopl.. the 
differences as well as the si~il~ities or these various 
regions."l This kind or general background material is aost 
help:t'ul to the study o:t' current events. 
Background material tor several or the concepts 
previously stated is included in the ritth grade book, 
J!ploring the New World. In the discussion of tpe American 
Revolution, colonialism from the point or view or both the 
1Meyer, Sorenson, and Mcintire, v. 
mother country and the colonists is presented. Here also, 
the concepts or taxation, independence, and gavernment are 
introduced in connection with the Revolution. FUrther on in 
the book there is an extensive discussion or the freedoms 
fought for during the Revolution and how important they are 
to Americans todq. Within this section there is also 
mention of the freedom to own property. This is contrasted 
with communism, wherein, "people are not allowed to own 
their homes, farms, or factories. Everything is owned by 
the government.•l The authors also mention here that these 
freedoms are due to the tact that the tmited States has a 
government by the people - a representative government. In 
addition to the conee~ or a revolutionary war introduced in 
the fitth grade book, the concept of a civil war is presented 
in the chapter concerned with the United States Civil War. 
The major Part ot thia titth grade text is devoted to 
the study or the Uhited States and therefore slvea the 
children baekground material on t;he farming, manufacturing 
and natural resources of our country. When problems trom 
different sections or the United States appear in the news 
the children will have some familiarity with the chief means 
ot livelihood ot the people across the country. This should 
contribute to the children's understanding ot such current 
events problema. 
1o. stuart Hamer, et ,1., p. 382. 
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The sixth grade book or the ~ollett series, The Old 
World and ita Gif\s, gives background material in several of 
the areas involved in concept formation. .lt the beginning or 
the text there are a few pages devoted to a discussion or the 
United Nations. The different parts ot the organization are 
described here as well as their functions. Since this book 
covers the countries of tour continents, Europe, Asia, Arrica, 
and Australia, a great deal or background material is given 
tor a second general area important to current events, that 
ot world geography. The climate, phfsical features, natural 
resources, products, distribution or population, and location 
ot the countries on these continents are all considered in 
this text. .llso considered is the effect or geograp~ upon 
the history of the peoples in these regions. 
The Old World and ita Gifts contributes background 
material to tour or the more specific categories or concepts. 
In the field or economies, .this text br.ietlr explains the 
differences between a caPitalist and a communist (Russian 
communist) economy. The differences between a coiDlllUrlist and 
democratic government are also explained. Also, in the area 
or government, this book tells about dictatorships in ita 
discussion or Hitler and Muasolin1. Further, the book gives 
some information about colonial e;overnmenta. Finall7, .the 
general concept or government is developed in the book's 
discussion or the e;overnments of several of the c.ountries ot 
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the world. 
Understanding, through baekucund material, of the 
general concept of warfare is given in the reporting of the 
many wars throughout history, from the barbarian invasions of 
Rome, to the Crusades, and on to the world wars. Another 
concept to which this text contributes background material 
is the British Commonwealth of Nations. The discussion of 
this organization is extensive enough to make the concept 
understandable to the reader. Finally, the concepts ot 
freedom, independence, and nationalism are developed in the 
chapters giving the histories ot the central European and 
Balkan countries, India and the Philippines. In order for 
the teacher to bring this book up to date, these concepts 
should be further developed in studying the situation 1n 
Africa. 
Another regular text found in the classroom which will 
contribute understanding to some ot these concepts is the 
science textbook series. In the Heath and Co. series 
material which would add to the concepts or gravity, outer 
sPace and the universe is included in their textbooks.1 
A second important source ot background information 
tor the study of current events is that provided by adult 
magazines and newspapers as well as magazines and newspapers 
1 Herman and Nina Schneider, Science for !od&y and 
fomorrow(Bostonl D.C. Heath and Compa~, 1959). 
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especially published tor the elementary student. The three 
leading publishing companies in the latter field are the 
American Education Publications, Scholastic Magazine, Inc., 
and the Civic Education Service, Inc. Their publications 
suitable tor use in the sixth grade are, respectively, ~ 
Weekly Re1der tor grade six and Current Event§, Junior 
Schol,stiq, and Young Citizen. 
The caliber o:r the background material Presented b,y all 
tour publications is excellent. Each publication has a 
feature article each week, going into considerable depth in 
the chosen topic, as well as several shorter articles 
reporting the news o:r the week. These articles are especially 
useful as a source o:r background material because o:r the 
clarity o:r their explanation ot the world's events. The only 
bias noted in these reports vas a bias in favor or the United 
States and democracy shown by a noticeably exuberant 
discussion or these topics. , O.er a period or a school year, 
background material tor a la~e percentage o:r the concepts 
previously listed would probably be given by a~ one o:r 
these publications. These publications are especially 
useful tor familiarizing the children with names and faces in 
the news. The major problem with these publications as a 
source o:r background material is that they are published over 
a period or a school year, and therefore the pertinent 
information might not be available when needed. or course 
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if these magazines or newapapera are saved by the students, 
they will become a more valuable source as the year proceeds. 
The only way to optimally use these publications as a source 
of background material is for the teacher to let these be 
her guide to topic choice in her teaching or current events. 
This method of topic selection is not necessarily the best 
approach to teaching current events, as will be discussed in 
a later c~pter. 
Adult publications can also provide background material 
for the school child. Such masazines as Life and ~ often 
have picture articles which give information on current 
topics. These articles are usually well within the reading 
level or the sixth grader. Many newspapers, in their review 
of the week's events, include baekground information on the 
topics of the week. With the exception of the New York Times 
and the Chrigtian Science Monitor, most adult newspapers are 
written on an easy enough level tor the sixth grader. The 
Christian Science Monitor does, ho~ever, have almost daily 
feature articles on different countries and topics of 
current interest which provide a wealth or background material. 
These are often simple enough for a sixth grader to understand. 
These articles are also an excellent source of information 
tor the teacher. Another excellent source or background 
material for current events, which should be mentioned here 
even though it ia written for students on the secondary level, 
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is the World Affairs Stub Guid! a.nd the weekly articles on 
different news topics published -, the Mi-nneapolis Stac. 
This material is probably too difficult tor most sixth 
graders, but would be another excellent source tor the teacher 
and perhaps the exceptional child. 
The third general area from which background material 
should be available is the library. To find out the extent 
ot background material available in libraries, two children's 
libraries were investigated. As a means of comparison, a 
library from a medium-sized town, Sharon, Massachusetts, was 
chosen along with a library trom a large town, Brookline, 
Massachusetts. It was assumed that the Sharon library would 
be more typical of the libraries :round in most communities 
in the country, while Brookline was expected to haYe a 
-.greater supply ot books. 
Both libraries were well stocked 1n general reference 
books such as encyclopedias and at.lases, from which 
background material 1n several concept areas can be obtained. 
Both libraries also had a good supply of books in the areas 
of science, United States government and world geography, 
the Brookline library having more books. The Sharon library • 
had one particularly excellent reference book, The Wor14mark. 
EnctcloP!dia of Wationa, which gave background material in 
ever.r concept area except tor science, weapons and names in 
the news, and tor ever.r country in the world. As the title 
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Page or this book states, it is "a Practical guide to the 
geographic, historical, political, social, and economic 
status or all nations, their international relations, and 
the United Nations S,ystem."l The only difficulty in this 
book is that it was not written especially for children and 
therefore would probably be difficult for many sixth graders. 
Nevertheless, it was round in the children's part or the 
library. The Brookline library did not have this particular 
reference book, but it did have books which gave background 
material in the concept categories or government foras (with 
a good number or books on communism), international affaire, 
and nationalism. The most obvious areas in which background 
material was lacking, in the Brookline library, were in 
warfare and economics. It it were not tor The Worl4mark 
Encyclopedia, the Sharon library would be lacking information 
in these two areas as well as in the categories or 
nationalism and internationalism. 
~·~ 
This review or background material available tor current 
events study has pointed out the necessity tor heavy reliance 
on sourcea other than the regular social studies text used in 
the classroom. The success or current events study might 
therefore depend a great deal on how well stocked a classroom 
1Benjam1n A. Cohen, Ed., The Worl¢mark Encyclopedia or 
NAtion! (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1960,. 
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1 s with auppleaentary reference material, or how adequate 
and convenient is the local public library. Because ot the 
manJ possible sources tor background material, it would aeem 
likely that most classes would have access to some ot the 
sources, while some claaaea would have access to many ot the 
. sources, although coverage of the various conceptual areas 
discussed would certainly not be uniform. 
CHAPl'ER V 
TEACHING ~HODS 
There ar~ many worthwhile suggestions made for the 
teaching of current events in the literature. This chapter 
will attempt to or5anize these suggestions in a manner which 
might be useful to the classroom teacher. 
Purposes tor !eaqb1A! eurrent Events 
The first consideration tor the teacher who wishes to 
teach current events in her classroom is the pUrposes for 
including this subject in her curriculum. The teacher 
should constantly be evaluating her program to see if it is 
accomplishing these objectives. McAulay and Jarolimek give 
three almest identical purposea.1 Since Jarolimek presents 
a more detailed account of these aims, his will be discussed. 
Jarolimek's first purpose is "to promote interest in current 
affairs and news developaente."2 Jarolimek ne!lects the 
fact that as a precondition to developing a firm interest in 
the news the child must be a-le to grasP ita meaning, that 
is to understand current events. Thus '\his first statement 
lxcAulay, pp. 21-22; Jarolimek, pp. 269-270. 
2Jarolimek, p. 269. 
should readl to promote interest in and understanding ot 
current attairs. 
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Jarolimek recognizes that in order to deTelop such 
interest and understanding the child must possess certain 
abil1 ties fundamental to the «;urrent eTents area. 'l'hese are: 
"(1) the abilities and skills needed to read news materials, 
-(2) the ability to discriminate between important and less 
signit1o~~ neva items, (3) the ability to take a position 
on issues which is based on knowledge and critical eYaluation 
ot the facts or both sides, and (4) the ability to predict 
likely consequences in terms or present deTelopaents.~l All 
these abilities imply the necess1t1 tor background material; 
therefore, a titth ab111t7 should be added to the list - the 
abil1tr to acquire the neeeasarr background material to 
understand current events. 
The last. purpose Jarolimelt gives is "to help the child 
relate school learn1ns to lite outside achool."2 Background 
mater1·al would also be !molTed in promoting this purpose, 
tor the social studies textbook could serYe as a major source 
tor this material. Or, it the current eTent topic precedes 
the social studies unit, the knowledge acquired while 
stu~ing current eTents would seMe to enrich the social 
studies unit'. J'urthermore, as discussed in Chapter III, 
1ibid. 
2 ibid., p. 270. 
skills learned in reading, mathematics and languase arts 
would be included in the study ot current events. 
Pl.tce ot Ourrtnt lCYenta in tl).e CUrrieulwa 
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There are tour general WB1.S for considering current 
events in relation to the rest ot the curriculum. One ot 
these points of view must be chosen before the next Part ot 
the chapter, general methods tor teaching current events, can 
be effectively treated. 
The first Wa:J ot considering current events is to 
teach this subJect only when it is directly co.anected to the 
regular course material being studie<!.. For expple, when the 
class 1s studying India, the teacher might either refer to · 
current happenings in India, or give the cl.asa the ' · 
assignment to look tor news clippings on India. This poiat 
ot view limits the study of current events to those areas 
which happen to coincide with the curriculum. What it 
something important is happening in an area which the 
curriculum does not cover tor another month or has already 
covered, or does not include at all? This viewpoint would 
obviously give only:: sporadic coverage to current events. 
A second way of utilizing current events is what 
Wesley calls the method appreaoh. ~Since much ot history, 
civics, geograPhy, and other contents are remote 1n time and 
place and also in the experience of the pupils, some teachers 
think of current events as the point of contact, aa the meana 
9:2 
of aPProach.~l Here the current situation or problema would 
be studied first so that the study ot the subject from the 
textbook would be more meaningful. It, however, the 
curriculum topic does not happen to be in the news, the stu~ 
would become one of recent hiator,y rather than ot current 
events. This approach would theretore be almost as limiti~ 
to the study ot current events as the first one diacussed. 
A third means ot considering current events is as part 
ot the social atudies curriculum, but as a separate part. 
Social studies in the sixth grade would thus have two parts • 
the basic curriculum and current events. This is similar to 
the approach in wh1 ch. langua6e might be made up ot oral 
language and written language, or reading might include oral 
reading and silent reading. Prom this point or view current 
events would be studied throughout the year. When current 
events and the scheduled curriculum relate te the same topic 
the two could be studied together. Otherwise, current events 
would use all the social studies books as sources ot 
background material. Similarly, when the situation- Presented 
itself, the basic curriculum voul~ be greatly enriched b,r-
the class having already examined current aspects of the topic 
earlier in their current events program. In this wq current 
events is still a part ot social studies, but is not limited 
by the basic social studies curriculum. 
lwesley and. J.dams, p. 328. 
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Current events might finall7 be considered as a subject 
by itself, as it often is on the secondary level such as in 
courses dealing with problema of democrac7. HOwever, current 
events fits so well with the social studies curriculum, w~ 
remove itf How could current events benefit, unless 1t 
would be given more time, which seems rather ~ikelr in the 
crowded elementa17 currioulwa, b7 being considered a seParate 
subjeetf The third viewpoint suggested above seems moat 
suited to the objectives stated at the outset of this ·chapter. 
It gives appropriate sigDificance to current events in a 
conte:x't which allows the current events program both to gain 
from the rest of the social studies currieulum as well as to 
contribute to the curriculua in an integrating manner. 
General Kethoda for Teaqblns Current ~ents 
In light or the preceding conclusiom that eurrent 
events should be considered ae a seParate but integral part 
of the social studies curriculum, there are three general 
ways by:: which -current events can be taughtl the random 
selection method, the textbook method, and the topical 
method. 
The random selection metgod is that method in which 
current events are reported either each mornins for a few 
minutes or once a week. !he idea behind this might be merely 
to keep the children concerned with what is happening in the 
world and to keep the class listening to newscasts or reading 
the newspaper. Here the main student activities connected 
with current events study as listed in Chapter II misht be 
utilized, such as making a bulletin board or a newsaap, or 
giving each other news quizzes. 
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The teacher might add· ~other dimension to this method 
by drawing up with the class a set or criteria tor choosing 
their current events. Wesley's list, as stated in Chapter II, 
might be a good base it it were translated into children's 
terms. Taking Wesley's list as a base, two other criteria 
should be added. The first addition is relevan;e \O selt; 
that is, the child should be able to explain how the results 
ot the selected current events will attect him. :tt the 
current event is not espeeially relevant to the child, then 
perhaps the child could haTe made a better choice. The 
second criterion is mae;n1tu4e ot impaqt, which implies that 
the child sh~ld try to answer the question, "It tba author 
ot your social studies book decided to bring his book up to 
date, would he include your current event in it?" In 
reference to the latter «riterion Howard Cummings suggests 
choosing current events by eo•Paring the local newspaper to 
the CbJ'istiQ Science Roni t<u: or the :lew York 1'1aea to judge 
the iaportanee ot news items.1 
Xenwortey seems to pinpoint the two main faUlts with 
this rand.011 method type or current events instruction. 
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~One danger is the quick perusal ot mat'l1' issues in the news 
without stopping ••• tor 'depth' studies ot ••• world 
problems."l .A second danger is "the pupils' lack or necessary 
background material ~ man, eyents, which teachers must otten 
aupply."2 
A second possible method tor teaching current events 1a 
what might be termed the textbook methgd. Here a weekly 
classroom periodical is the basis tor current event stu~. 
According to Jaroliaek, ~The ch1et strengths ot the classroom 
newspaper are (1) its caretul attention to reading difficulty, 
(2) its selection or current materials wh1eh are both 
significant and yet within the comprehension level ot the 
pupil, (3) its unbiased presentation and (4) the common 
background of information it presents to the class."' In 
this method current events is uaually taught by meana or 
class discussion based on the.artioles or the periodical. 
This method was the basic approach used in an 
experiment done at the Stat• University ot Iowa.4 Here the 
teacher woul! pick two ar~iclea trom the weekly periodical 
tor the class to read and then diaeuaa. •Encouragement was 
given to pupils indicating a desire to find additional 
lKenwortbJ, p. 41. 
2 ibid. 
3Jaroliaek, p. 276. 
4 Smith, pp. 75-81. 
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information about the topic to be considered, ••• but no 
assignments or this type were given. "1 Thirty minutes a 
week were spent primarily in teacher-led discussions. The 
general conclusions from this experiment state "that we need 
to make greater use or current events in a total social 
studies program at the elementary school level."2 
The first problem with this method is just what its 
name implies. It is the study ot a eurrent textbook, one 
that is concerned with happenings or the present year rather 
than happenings or the past years. These weekly periodicals 
prepared tor the children Just are not sufficiently up to 
date to explain to the children what is happening in the 
world this week - what the news commentators are talking 
about and what the newspaper reports mean. According to 
what has been reported in Chapter III, there is no reason to 
believe that sixth grade students canaot understand, with 
proper background material, the world's events. ~ the 
definition given of current events in Chapter I, the 
textbook method could not really be considered a way ot 
teaching current events, for its subject matter is not 
current enough. Classroom periodicals, however, should not 
be dropped trom inclusion in the current events program. 
They do make an excellent source tor the background material 
libid., p. 76. 
2 ibid. , p. 78 • 
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needed by the children. 
The topical meth04 ia the last method or instruction to 
be considered. Here the class, or possibly a part or the 
class, chooses a topic, somethins currently in the news 
(perhaPs a country involved in a civil war) to study. The 
first thing the class does is to ask themselves what they 
will have to know in order to understand the topic they have 
chosen. This should result in a list or questions that 
bring out some or the background material necessar,y to 
understanding the topic. These questions can be studied 
either by individuals or groups rrom the class, depending 
upon the nature or the questions. The answers to these 
questions might come rrom materials round in the classroom,. 
or rrom the libr&J7, or trom the home. When the material is 
presented to the class, aey CJt the.methods or presentation 
suggested in both Chapters II and III might 'be used. A.s this 
research material is reported, more questions will likely 
come up and will need to be answered in a similar fashion. 
The purpose or delving into background material to such a 
degree is so that the children will be able to understand 
current events - that is, current events as reported by the 
mass media, m&inlyi by the newsPaPers. Therefore, as 
background material is being gathered, some children should 
rollow the chosen topic in the newspaper. The amount of tiae 
devoted to current events, and the size, ability and interest 
or the class, will determine how manr top1ea can be studied 
in a school rear. Some sug!eeted class topiea might be the 
Uhited Nations, the P.resident'a legislatiTe progr~~ HATO, 
countries or Africa, or space.ach1eveaenta. This method or 
teaching current events seems beat to meet the demands or a 
seParate bat integrated program within the social studies 
curriculum which still does truly teach current eTents. A 
current events program patterned after the outlined topical 
method would not be limited ~ the particular social studies 
curriculum used in the class, 'tNt could draw heavily upon 
and in turn enrich the general social studies skills and 
knowledge. 
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C HA.P'l'ER VI 
SUMMARY .&.liD CONCLUSIONS 
Th1 s thesis has been concerned with the factors which 
might limit the effective teaching or current events. 
' 
Current events was defined as including those events ot 
significant import reported daily by our mass communication 
media. The factors studied were the skills, abilities and 
background material necessary to· the study or current events, 
as well as methods or teaching current events. 
Skill§ Limitationa 
The skills which ·are needed tor the study or current 
events fall into tour areas of the school curriculumt 
reading, language arts, social studies, and mathematics. 
Upon investigating the reading program ot Row, Peterson and 
Compa~ tor the intermediate grades, it was found that all 
the five reading skills (skimming, attacking new words, 
distinguishing main ideas. silent reading, and picture 
interpretation) are adequately taught and therefore should 
present no barriers to current events teaching. 
Next, in the area ot language, the only significant 
skill not taught is that ot picking out main ideas while 
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li sten1~ to oral reports. Si.nce a esood uount o~ backgrOUlld 
material neceasar,r to the und~rstanding o~ current events is 
presented orally, the lack et this skill by a sixth grade 
class might ver,r well limit the effectiveness of the current 
events program. or course, since a great deal or aocial 
studies material as well as material from other parts of the 
curriculum is presented orally, the lack of this skill b,T 
sixth graders would limit tbe effectiveness of much o~ the 
teaching in the classroom. With tb1s in mind it would seem 
profitable for a teacher to equip her class as best she can 
with this skill. 
In the social studies area there are four skills which 
are not included in the texts considered. These are1 
1. using quotations and footnotes; 
2. distinguishing fact from opinion, recognizing 
differences in opinion, and recognizing propaganda; 
3. drawing one's own conclusions; 
4. interpreting cartoons. 
The first three of these skills are important not only to 
current events, but to anf subject where reading and research 
are involved. In a classroom where they are not taught, they 
would not only limit the effective teaching or current events, 
but also maey other areas studied. In view of this these 
skills would probably be taught by a thorough teacher and 
therefore would not be limiting factors to current events 
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studies. The fourth skill, interpreting cartooua, is perhaps 
more peculiar to current events study than to a~ other area 
of the curriculum. However, current events could be studied 
without refering to cartoons, although an enjoyable part of 
the subject would be lost. Therefore, the interpretation of 
cartoons could be left to the discretion of the teacher 
without hindering current events study if she chose to o.it 
it. 
The last area of skills considered vas that ot the 
mathematical skills. All the skills needed for current events 
stu~ were round to be adequately taught except for understanding 
J 
large numbers. Uilderstanding or this concept, however, might 
very likely be given in science, in a unit on astrono~. 
Once ae;ain current events could be taught even it children did 
not have a very goOd understanding or large numbers and 
therefore this should not be a limiting taetor to the study 
ot current events. 
Ability Limitations 
The ability children need to understand current events 
is the ability to conceptualize; that is, to see the 
relationship between the observed facts and their other 
understandings. Three factors enter into this ability& 
(1) the degree ot maturation of the child's cerebral 
structure; (2) the social environment ot which the child has 
been a part; (3) the extent ot the child's experiences or 
BOSTON UNIVERSITV 
ED_U.CAIION LIBRAR_'( 
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knowledge. By the age ot eleven to twelve most children 
have acquired the necesaar.r brain maturation tor 
conceptualization. Even more important, two researchers 
teel this age· can be lowered under the 1ntluenee ot 
education.1 Therefore brain maturation should not be a 
limiting tactor tor most sixth graders. The social 
environment might possibly be a limiting tactor to the stu~ 
ot current events. It the school, the home, the communitJ 
demonstrate little or no interest in current atta1rs, 1t 
might be ditticult tor one teacher to attempt thia subject 
1n her classroom. This, however, would be the ease only in 
communities where education 1taelt waa considered ot little 
value. F1nall1, the limi tationa upon the child • a 
conceptualization abilitJ wb1eh might result trom ina4equate 
knowledge has been investigated by this stu~ and 1s 
reviewed below. 
Background Knowle4!e ttaitat1ons 
To determine the background knowledge needed by the 
children to understand current events, newapaper contents 
tor a three month period were analrzed. In this manner the 
knowledge necesaar.r to understand the newspaper vas 
determined and then grouped into tive areas ot general 
knowledge and seven categor1ea ot concepts. 'l'he areas ot 
linhelder and P1.aget, p. 337. 
general knowled~e ares 
'fhe 
1. Communism and democracy 
2. The united Nations 
3 • The Uili ted States goveraent 
4. World ~eograPbf 
5 • lf&~~es in the news • 
seven concept categories are: 
1. Economic a 
2. trn1 ted States ~1itics 
3. Governmental terms 
4. Wart are 
5. Ihternational attairs 
6. Jlationalism 
7. Science 
~03 
There are three possible source areas trom which the 
children might get this background materials (1) books tound 
in the classroom:. espeeiall7 the social studies text; 
(2) aewapapers and magazines; (3) other librar, materials. 
A social studies text series tor the intermediate grades was 
reviewed to determine to what extent this source would 
provide background material. or the tirst tour areas ot 
general knowledge needed, some material was round in the 
texts. Jfore information was round in the area ot world 
geograPbf than aD1 other area, with a much briefer coverage 
ot communism, democracr, the Ubited Rations, and the Ubited 
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States government. 
As for the seven concept categories, the coverage was 
much more incomplete. Uhder economic concepts there waa 
material concerning taxation, capitalism and communism. 
There vas no information found which would contribute to the 
concepts involved in the category ot United States polities. 
The greatest amount ot ma~erial Was found pertaining to the 
concepts under governmental forms. There were explanations 
for the colonial, communist, democratic and dictatorship 
torms of government. The only kind ot government not 
discussed in these texts was the socialistic organization ot 
government. Under the category of warfare, only civil and 
revolutionary wars were mentioned. However, the text's 
historical material on wars would enhance understanding in 
this concept category. The British Commonwealth ot Nations 
vas the only concept discussed under the category of 
international affairs. As tor the category of nationalism, 
the concepts ot freedom, independence and nationalism were 
well coTered. Finally, there was no material which would 
aid-in developing the scientific concepts. To summarize, 
except for one or possibly two concept categories (governmental 
forms and nationalism) there were great gaps between the 
background material needed tor the children to understand 
current events and that which is provided by their social 
studies texts. Ot course for tbe science concepta, the 
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students' own science textbooks will provide much pertinent 
material. 
!here are, however, two other possible sources for 
acquiring this background aaterial. Firat, there are 
newspapers and magazines. !hese would be the ma1or sources 
for the fifth !eneral area ot knowledge, names in the neva. 
There are several possible sources of intormation included 
under newspapers and masazineaa (1) the pablications 
eapeciall7 prepared tor obildrenwhoae feature articles 
provid.e a wealth of intoraation; (2) adult III&@;&Zinea which 
are often within the children's readins leTel; (3) adult 
newspapers which are for the moat part within- the children• a 
reading abili t7 • 
A third source ot background ll&terial is the PUblic 
librarr. An investigation ot two public libraries showed 
that these institutions would defin1telr have contributions 
to aake. The extent of the contribution depel'lda on the 
wealth and size of the town which seems to reflect itae~f 
1n the size ot the librar7. In the medium-sized libr&r7 
iDYestigated, information vas found for all bat two of the 
areas of knowledge 41aeusaed Previousl7' weapons and names 
in the news. In the larger librarJ there was intoraation 
in all areas except ter warfare and economies. 
The lack of sources for acquirins background material 
could well be a major limiting factor to the effective 
].06 
teaching ot current events. It there was no aaterial 
available to a class except ter its regular social studies 
text, current events as defined in this study would be 
imPossible to teach. The more source material available, 
the easier it becomes to teach the manf topics involved in 
the study or current events. 
Teaching ._thf4 Lia!tationa 
Finally, this study investigated the various aspects 
involved in the actual methods ot teaehi:ne; current events. 
The P\lrposes tor teaching current events, based on Jarolim.elt' s 
listing, can be summarized as& 
1. To promote interest in and understanding or current 
events; 
2. To develop the abilities and skills needed to 
a. read news materials, 
b. discriminate between important and leas important 
news items, 
c. take a position on issues, 
d. predict likely consequences ot present 
4/ developments, 
• 
e. acquire necessary background material; 
3. To relate the outside world to school learnins.l 
The possible places tor current events in the sixth 
!rade curriculum were considered, with the conclusion being 
1Jarolimek, pp. 269-270. 
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that current events most naturally falls in with social 
studies. However, 1n order to be most ef'f'e«tive, current 
events should be considered as one complete part of' the sixth 
grade social studies Pr•graa.· Whenever possible, current 
events and the basic social studies curriculum should be 
integrated; but, when not possible, current events should 
continue to be taught independently. 
!he most effective teaching method tor this kind of' 
current events treatment is the topical approach. In this 
method the news is studied by topics or areas so that all the 
background material necessary to understand the particular 
topic can be acquired and presented to the class. Arter a 
topic baa been studied, the children should have much less 
dif'~ieulty in understanding an actual newsPaPer clipping or 
radio or television broadcast on that Particular top1c. ~­
the end of' a year of' this type ot study, a student should be 
able to read a newspaper with considerable intelligence. 
What are the limits to effective current events 
teaching? This study has found that the •aJor limi t.ation: 
to current events teach113g would probably be the lack of' 
adequate background material. Depending upon the severity 
ot the situation, current events can still be taught in moat 
instances if the topical method is followed, f'or in this 
method the teacher can choose tor study those topics for 
which an adequate supply of' background material is available. 
~08 
Finally, an enthusiastic teacher can usually do wonders in 
even the barest situation. 
-· 
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